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the writers.of the Bible were not liberat-

ed from the natural influences and conceptions proper to their place as men of a
certain country,and age, and training, and

experience; and so historical and, scien-

tific inexactness need not surprise ns, and
do not affect the position of the Bible as

the religious teacher and guide of men.

Dover, N. H.
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The Morning Star,

Some time ago, twenty additional missionaries were asked for; and ten, it was
reported, had since come forward; some
of whom had already entered upon their
work. A valedictory service was held for
six brethren, four of whom were goingto
India, one to Africa, another to the West
Indies.
A gentleman of Bristol, Mr. C.

Walker, who

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEMBER

12, 1879.

paid

the

expenses of the

preliminary expedition to Congo, proffered £700 to meet the cost of the outfit and
passage-money of twelve additional mis-

REMEMBER ME.

sionaries, if the remaining £700 of the es-

‘Remember me,” my Suviour God,
Whilst here on earth I stay;

timated cost could be obtained by special

subscription.

Give strength to bear affliction’s rod,

The money was raised be-

fore the meetings

A faith to watch and pray.

closed.

Some

of the

deputations that waited upon the **Union”

“Remember me,” when fortune smiles,

And scenes are bright and fair,
Lest I should fall, through Satan’s wiles,
Beneath his baneful snare.

were remarkable in their composition—
perbaps the most remarkable was that
headed by the now venerable Dr. Morri-

“Remember me,” thy voice I'll greet

son—the famous antagonist of the Calvinism of Scotland, and the author of many

In all my dealings here;

Oh, let thy spirit guide my feet,
And I shall never fear.

valuable

Where’er my lot may be;

Ana when by Jordan’s swelling tide,
Dear Lord, “Remember me.”
—Sel,
Pe

SRY
bog mo

interesting commentaries.

wrong with the Home Missionary Society,
which it is hoped another year will set

THE ENGLISH BAPTIST UNION.
BY PRES. THOMAS

and

The business of the Union had to do chiefly with the annuity fund, the augmentation fund and Home Missionary Society,
now ‘under the direction of the Union,
The reports of the first and second Funds"
were highly satisfactory, but somethingis

“Remember me,” stand by my side,

4%

great prominence

GOADBY.

The Baptist Union of Great Britain and

right. There was an amazing amount of
preaching and holding of services, and
sight-seeing, and making of compliment-

dacks ' peak on’ peak.§ The Winooski
winds in from the fout of the mountains
and mingles its waters: with the lake.
Burlington is the seat of the University of
Vermont, an old and well equipped institution, rejoicing in an excellent library,
and fairly filled with students. It was
one of the earliest to admit ladies to ifs
halls, and a conversation with some of its

professors affirmed the general ability of,
and the satisfactory progress made by, the

young lady students. The standard has
not been lowered, hut rather raised, and
the gentlemen have had to look well to
their laurels, There is also a medical
college at Burlington which is now doing
good work. Burlington is rather distinguished for its culture,as is befitting the
citizens of a University town. Some one
told me that there was a larger proportion of unmarried ladies who devote themselves to culture and society work than
perhaps could be found in any other city

the citizens became suspicious that their
first hotel, the 8t. Johnsbury House, and
some other places were selling contrary
to the law. A requisition signed by the
first, citizens was made for search, and
the officers were rewarded by finding
some of the * ardent” stowed away in oil
casks in the cellar of the hotel, The proprietor was fined, and had to foot up to
the tune of $180, and in revenge boarded u P
the front doors and windows of the hotel,
and draped the long sign in black crape.
The citizens are quite pleased to see the
customary funeral signs displayed over
the grave of the ‘* Departed Spirits,”
while the proprietor sits within and
mourns over the failure of his attempt to
coerce the citizens to his views. . They
‘have another good hotel which did not
board up, and

dation
ple had

so no

is felt.

want

If the

possessed

of accommo-

Brattleboro

the

same

peo-

back-bone,

they would not have made that *‘ unholy
compact” with their liquor selling hotels.
not argue that the young ladies of Bur- | St. Johnsbury is a living proof of. the
lington are not attractive ; on the contra- power lent to the right, when the influenry, if one could judge from those seen in tial citizens of a city will range themof its size

in

New

England.

This

does

large public audiences the opposite might

well be affirmed. But they have come to
know, as it may be hoped many more will,

that there is something else in the world
besides marrying, and other avenues for
their talents than keeping house for some

selves on its side, and stand up for its

behalf.
Anywhere the law in regard to liquor
or any other mischief can be well and successfully enforced, if the people say it
shall be. If they are careless, passive or

man whom they did not over much love sympathize with evil doers, the right
but whom they married to save them- suffers and the evil runs rampant. Hapselves from the fictitious disgrace of living py St. Johnsbury!-—and as: one becomes
in single blessedness. If it would not be acquainted with its people, and breathes
a breach of confidence, one might mention the pure moral atmosphere of the. place
a fact in this connection which may serve and sees what a comparative security it

as an incentive in other cities and

socie-

ties. A number of the ladies in Burlington have a select society, called ‘* Friends

in Council,” which meets every fortnight,
and at which some

one

of its number

affords to the young in its immunity from
temptation and tendency toward the

right, he becomes more

fully conyinced

of the power of righteous law well executed to prevent the ills

and

exalt

the

vir-

| ary speeches ; the most notable sermon reads a paper upon a subject previously tues of a people.
i
PD
GP
_being Mr. Spurgeon’s to thousands of au- assigned. No one can be excused from
gow. This is the first visit the “Union”
doing the work assigned, and It is thorhas paid to Scotland, but, judging from ditors. On the whole, it’ does not seem oughly
done. We heard s‘rong encomilikely
that
Glasgow
will
soon
forget
this
the gratification of both hosts and guests,
visit of English Baptists, and certainly ums passed upon a paper recently read
it is not likely to be the last. The Baptists
BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN.
by one of the members of that society,
are not very numerous in Scotland, but English Baptists, happy enough to enjoy
it, will not soon forget Scottish hospitality. the subject of which was a Comparison of
This Association held its sixth annual
Glasgow has several influential churches,
Republican Coustitutions. Last year the convention at Haverhill, begioning on
Re SR
and through the zeal of one or more of |
subject for the year was the Eastern Ques-- ~Tuesday, the 4th inst., and closing on the
NOTES FROM VERMONT,
them, the invitation
“was sent to their
tion, this year they are to occupy them- Thursday evening following. Haverhill
English brethren to bold the annual ses»
BY PROF. G. E. FOSTER.
selves with a study of their own country is at some distance from the central and
sion of the Union in their large and flour‘All’ right"—and the creaking train
ishing city. The session was tolerably with its crowd of living freight rolls in its engineering, archmology, history, larger towns of the State, where the meetresources, etc. ete. This may seem ambi- ings of the Association have usually been
well attended, and the meetings passed slowly out
of the “Hub” on its way to- tious and it is, nobly so. But what a perheld. 1Itis on the B.C. & M. Railroad,
off with considerable interest and success. wards the North and the gleaming St.
To some extent, however, it would seem Lawrence. Before it reuches the wide fect Godsend for-a woman with leisure to and is beautifully situated in the Connectspend-her winter hours in muking re- icut valley,
whose
broad
meadows
as if the one of the addresses
was deter- plains of that great river it has hard work
searches into the archeological, or edu- stretch themselves in quiet beauty along
mined by the place of assembly, for alluIreland bas held its annual session m Glas-

NEW HAMPSHIRE SUNDAY SCHOOL
ASSOCIATION.

sions to Scottish life, history and national
characteristics abounded.
xg
The President, the Rev. G. Gould of
Norwich, spoke of the use and disuse of
confessions of Faith, begioning with a ref-

erence to Presbyterianism and the Westminster Assembly's celebrated confession. To Mr. Gould, it seemed that Bap-

tists and Congregationalists had succeeded better without subscription to articles
of belief than Presbyterians and Episcopalians with subscription. At all events,

inunity of spirit, soundness of faith, harmony and co-operation, the churches that
did not use confessions would compare favorably with the churches that did. There
was no discussion of the President's address, but many points of it were certainly open to discussion. At the public

meeting, both Mr. Greenough and Dr. Landels referred to the ecclesiastical position

of Scotland, the former criticising sharply
Buckle’s charges against the

Scotch, and

the latter illustrating the relation of Baptists to other

denominations,

by Scottish

love of principle and loyalty to conscience.
A paper of Mr. Medley’s on the preva-

lent unsettlement of religious opinion and
belief, was well

rqceived,

deserved to. be.

Mr.

as,

indeed, it

Medley is classical

tutor at Rawdon College, near Leeds, and
is much esteemed as an able, scholarly
and genial man. He considers we are
called upon to meet the present crisis of
faith by the very Providence of God,—
that we shall only meet it fairly as‘we
meet it seriously,in dependence on Divine
sympathy and help, frankly, without unbrotherly intolerance and suspicion, and

making certain important discriminations.
First of all, theology must be distinguished

from religion; secondly, what is truly
_ science from what is not; thirdly, what is

to do, toiling over the hills of New Hamp-

ley 28 miles to the Profile house

and

Franconia notch, and revel amid the
beauties of the finest part of the mountain
district.

But another mission is ours, and

the season for milder beauty has softly
passed away before the sad, solemn steps

of her sterner sister.

So our route lies

up along the ridges of the Green
ains, scarcely less beautiful in

than the more
Hampshire.

ambitious
An hour

Moant-

their

way

ranges of New
al Montpelier

gives time to walk through

the

town nestled in a cosy

amid

hollow

little
the

hills, with its numerous churches, and the
State assemble once every two years.

generalization when he indignantly pro-

glance at the statue of Ethan Allen, a
look at the torn and tattered flags which

tested against the jnstruments and methods of physical science being appealed to
a8 decisive judges in matters of religion.

‘The scientific method is as applicable to
religious truth as to any other truths; but
physical science ean no more reach religious truth, than it can reach moral add

psychological truths ; yet all may be dealt

with after the scientific method.

On

the

of

the

United

States,

shire and Vermont.and giving its passen- ‘and then to give the results of her labors
gers beautiful glimpses of New. England for the common benefit. Will not some soSwitzerland. We pass Lowell with its cieties. émulate in this the ladies of Burhive of busy workmen and its rows of lington ? - The State of Vermont is under’
clanging factories;
Manchester
with a prohibitory law, but in this city this lawits long brick ills lining the Merri- is not well carried out. The officers
mac and turning out in a day more wink at its evasion, and liquor is sold
fabric than the old spinners and weav- with more or less openness. There is a
ers could produce in a year; Concord very efficient’ Woman’s Union, and we
the cleanly and ''beautiful Capital of the hope the efforts of the week have not deGranite State; Tilden with its Seminary tracted from their power and efficiency.
‘and Female College, and then glide Burlington has an excellent system of
along the silver waters of the picturesque schools and a fine public library, the gift
Winnipiseogee lying at the foot of the of the generous Fletcher family, to
hills and rejoicing in its elevation of 500 whom the city is indebted for a large hosfeet above the sea level and three hun- pital and other benevolent
bequests.
dred green islands which dot its surface. The, Congregationalists hold the first
‘This lake is twenty-five miles in length place of influence in the city, and there are
and darts in and out of the numerous vigorous and healthy Baptist and Methodist
coves and bays like a glad school-boy at churches, with Unitarians, Episcopalians,
play. Behind it rise brown slopes and and a large number of French and Irish
forests, and away in the distance the Catholics. In summer this is the central
snow-tipped summits of the great mount- point of a great deal of lake and pleasure
ains, Then a halt at Plymouth where travel, for Champlain and Lake George
the Pemigewasset house affords us an draw crowds of visitors to their beautiful
excellent dinner. Here is the *‘ gateway shores. In the eastern cemetery stands a
to the mountains,” and if it were summer
fine statue to Ethan Allen, born in Contime we should shoulder our knapsack necticut, but buried here, and numerous
and ‘toot it” up along the beautiful val- descendants are found of the mun who

divine revelation, and what is not.
With
respect to the second point, Mr. Medley

hardly appeared to take asufficiently large

cational resources

stone capitol where the ‘‘ wisdom" of the
A

the ** brave boys” bore through the battlefields of the South, signal of coming freedom for the slave, and which are preserved in the Halls of State as an incentive to
noble patriotism, and We are off, heading

for

Lake

Champlain.

And

of

Lake

Champlain, Burlington is the Queen City
and the place of our sojourn for a week.

We like

it and its people.

Situated

on

summoned Ticonderoga to surrender in
the name of ¢‘ the Great Jehovah and the
Continental Congress.”
From Burlington we come over the
hills and up the Passumpsic valley to St.
Johnsbury, the model town of Vermont
and made widely known through the
writings of Hepworth Dixon. The lake
stretches are wanting in the beauty of
its make up, but the hills and valleys
are charming. The people are pointed
out as church going by the numerous
spires which announce the town to the
approaching traveler. If he stops over
the Sabbath, he will-find that the

indica-

tions are not, deceptive. Here the Congregationalists are the central controlling
church power, and of them the strongest
men are the Fairbanks
Family known
world over in pity
way by their
celebrated scales, and better to

quaintances

by

their

Christian character,
wholly and actively

their

honorable

and

Their influence is
cast

on the

side of

temperance and Christian morals, and the

whole town bears evidence of their influ-

ence.

There

are

smaller

Methodist,

third point, Mr. Medley was very explicit,
but itis questionable whether his audi-

a fine bay about midway of the length of Baptist and Free Baptist churches.

ence fully

elevation above the waters, with a large
and prosperous lumber trade, which how-

endorsed, or even understood,

his position. He held that we must distinguish . in Biblical criticism between

truth and its form, between the essence
and its accidental

the Bible comes
24

S30

vo

investiture; and

to us in

yy

Wis

no

¥

that

wise
Vy Ad

¥

there is no need for Divine communications to man, and does not anticipate the

progress of sbi

and that

the Lake, built on sand hills at a sightly

ever has felt the depression of the times,

it is the most populous city and pleasant
for situation of any in Vermont. Behind
it in the far distance rise the Green MoifutBi

TRNgEs With

Camel's

Back and

mas-

sive Mansfield as crowning points, before
it the calm waters of the lake and in the
distance the blue ranges of the Adiron.

ac-

the river-banks.

On either side,

the hills

topics, for the presentation

of which

in our own State had

been

in addition to these, Rev.
the

well-known

secured,

Mr.

Shauffler,

Superintendent

Olivet Mission, in New

York

of the

City,

and

Mrs. W. F. Crafts, of Chicago, who

is

discussion

was,

‘The

Sunday-school,”

and this was taken up in four divisions:
(1) Its Basis; (2) Its Needs; (3) Its Methods; (4) Its Co-operative Agencies.
Under these heads, a variety of well-prepared and timely essays and addresses
were presented, one of the first

of which was by Rev.

Mr.

and

best

Blakely, of

Campton, upon The Inspiration of the
Bible, thus recognizing one of the solid
foundation stones underlying all successful Sunday-school work. The relations

of the ‘“ Home and

the

Sunday-school,”

were clearly brought brought out by Rev.
E. P. Butler, of Lyme;

and

The

tion of the Church to Children”

-Rela-

was the

topic of a very able address by Rev. Geo:

B. Spalding, D. D., of Dover. Allen Folger, Esq., of Concord, in a brief and pertinent speech, showed the close connection between the legitimate work of the

Sunday-school and

that

of the Young

“Men's Christian Associations, with

he has been identified for several
Practical suggestions as to, ‘‘ How
tain the big Boys and Girls,” were
by Rev. F. L.. Wiley, of Whitefield.

which

years.
to remade
Rev.

Superintendent, showing clearly what

beautiful place of worship. The church
is paid for, and the membership quite

large, faithful and progressive.
The prohibitory law is carried out in
St. Johnsbury, and the effects are appar-

ent,

No public drinking places, and se-

cret sale, if carried on,

must. be surround-

ed with the utmost secrecy. Not long since

a

recognized authority on Primary Class
work, The general theme proposed for

B. church, and

their

the present quarter, and suggested many

ways of interesting the younger scholars
in’ thé 'Sunday-school.
Mr. ' Shauffler
who made a most happy impression ‘upon
the convention at Keene, last year, prov:

ed himselfa valuable helper, full of that
knowledge which’ comes from experience, fertile in ways and means for winning and holding the affection and respect
of even the rough elements of a city mission school, and the lessons learned in

such work he is ableto analyze and clas-

sify under general principles,

and

make

them applicable to the scholars of schools
very different from his own.

Human nat-

ure is much the same in town and coun-

try, and the earnest, persistent worker,
-bent upon succeeding, will find a way in
either case. This, Mr. Shauffler is, and so

is able to give most excellent and helpful
instruction, adapted to all localities. He
can be safely relied on as one of the most
discreet and valuable assistants in con-

vention and institute work.
The singing of -the Convention was a
feature too noteworthy to pass by unmen-

tioned.

It was under the ‘direction

Rev. Mr.” Haynes, of Plymouth,"

of

assisted

by a skillful‘ organist and a more than
usually acceptable cornet-player, who, together with a few well-chosen singers, so

led the singing that it was very easy for
the whole congregation to unite with
them; indeed, ‘almost impossible for

thém not to do so."

:

The most prominent theme, the one
which kept coming to the surface, as it
were, spontaneously, was

that

of Child-

piety, and many interesting facts and
valuable thoughts were presented. It is
clear that Christian workers are learning
that it is better to forestall Satan. than to
undertake to drive him out after he has
once got a foothold in a child's heart.
Many prominent pastors, of different denominations, whose names do not appear
on the programme, and who had no opportunity to speak, were present and deeply

0. J. Wait, of Franklin,

and discriminating essay

in a thoughtful

delineated the

qualifications.

of a good
he

ought not to be, as well as what he ought
tobe...
Mrs. Crafts, whose labors in behalf (of

Primary Class Instruction have made her
well-known among wide-awake teachers,
by reputation, at least, gave several addresses upon her favorite theme, showing
the scope of this department of the work,

this

may

be said:

The

doing something in their part of the
coun-

try, helping’ some

church

that

they

are

most please those who give the money,

to

acquainted with, so it will, very likely,

have

it sent back toward

the

sources

whence it came, It would be a
grand
thing if the Society could do both,
give
wisely and moderately to many,and largely

when

desirable, to more important

It is probably

points.

true that in a fast-filling

western towns the chance of establishing
a strong church may sometimes be lost
by dallying along with small appr opria-

tions, when two or three generous ones at

the right time would have made the interest a quick certainty. No rule can be
made to apply to all cases.
We must
leave such matters of detail to the wis—
dom of the Executive Board, trusting that
they will neither be hampered by g deathstruck conservatism nor goaded into unwise courses by indiscreet haste to get
something agoing somewhere.
Dantoon.

The following account of the work at Dane
toon our new stations is taken from a letter
‘from Miss Hattie Phillipss~
© «
J
* * * You have doubtless-heéard more o
less of the changes going on herg at Dantoon..
Poor Julia little thought, when she left the first

week in June to bid father and mother good-

bye, that two or three months would elapse be-fore returning to her-work. ' She was attacked
with a severe illness, which was: followed by
complete nervous prostration.

recovery,

she met with a

| After a partial

painful

which again laid her aside.

accident,

She is better now,

and may be able to return some time during this

month.

Meantime I have had with me, first,

Ida, till her work in Balasore called loudly for
her, then Mary Bacheler, and now Miss Hooper, who, I hope, will stay till. Julia is able to
:
return.

" During the past month,I have been trying to
introduce into all our work “among the
women the principle of havirig them pay some-

thing for the instruction they receive.

I don’t

think we shall lose one of our women by agking them to pay.
So far as we are concerned,
the amount they pay is almost of no conse

quence, but it introduces

a principle

that is

well worth cultivating.
Its introduction into the girls’ school has not’

quite so successful, and has caused a few
| interestedin the exercises and the gener-| been
to drop off, for which I am sorry. If I could

al work of the Association.
The sixth Annual
fairly

pronounced

Convention

may

be

successful

one,

in

a

most respects equal to any of the previous
‘ones, and, perhaps, in some respects superior. There seems to be a deepening
interest among the ministers and active

laymen of the State, in the affairs of the
Association, and an anxiety to make it, in

the
and

these methods,

46

funds of the Society come from all parts
work is to be reached. ‘She also’ gave a of the denomination, and the donors are
variety of illustrations of the" lessons. of always glad, no doubt, to see. the Society

THE

services of prominent : Christian workers

character and

through

the qualifications desirable in the teacher,
and the methods by whith stiécess in ‘the

rise grand up, giving variety and
a high degree, a power for good. Ttisto
picturesque loveliness to the scenery. In be hoped that the next meeting will be
the summer season, it is a favorite resort held in a central locality and be made
of many residents of New York and other more influential than any former one.
large cities, some of whom spent their
Rev. G. W. Morris, of Manchester, was
childhood among these hills and valleys. ‘chosen Président for the ensuing year,
The convention received a cordial wel- and John G. Lane, Esq., of the same city,
come, which was fittingly expressed by who has, from the beginning, been the
Rev. Mr. Bryant, one of the village pas- working man of the Association, and to
tors. The arrangements for the enter- whom, more than to any other man, its
tainment of delegates and for the accom- success has been due, was re-elected Secmodation of the meetings of the Associa- retary and Treasurer, The Vice Presition were ample and satisfactory. The dents and Executive Committee are able,
generous hospitality of the citizens of this representative men, and we shall expect
delightful village has never been sur- a better Convention next year than ever
passed in any Jocality where the -Conven- before.
:
tion has been held in former years. The
>+ro-4
programme, prepared by the Secretary
MISSION WORK.
and Executive Committee, was an excellent one, including a variety of practical
CONDUCTED BY REV. G, C. WATERMAN,

We
bad the pleasure of making the acquaintance of Bro. 8, C. Frost, pastor of the F.

looking

NO.

NEXT

REMITTANCE.

On the 25th of this month the Treasurer
of the Foreign Mission Suciety will wish
to send a full quarterly remittance to India.

In order that he may be able to do so, several ‘hundred dollars ought to be sent to
him at once. By most careful management and a stringent economy, the deficiency in former remittances has been
nearly made up, so that the floating indebtedness for current expenses in India
is less than. two hundred dollars. This

oughtto be canceled immediately.

Our

workers in that far off field are too far from
the base of supplies to make it safe or
wise to compel them to carry the burden
of short remittances. And there is no
need of it.. We can and we ought to furnish funds as fast as they are needed.
Now let every pastor who has anything
in his hands for this cause send it at once
to the Financial

Secretary;

onc who has a dollar,
ten

dollars

to

or

give,

and

five

do it now,

let

every

dollars,

or

so that if

possible, this remittance may be full, and
enough sent with it to pay the small = defi-ciency, caused

by short remittances in

the

past.
MUCH OR

LITTLE?

There are two opinions in regard to the
best methods of aiding feeble ' churches.
Some would have the Home Mission
Society concentrate its efforts on important
fields, give liberally to them, build them

quickly up to a self-sustaining position,
and make them, as soon as possible,feeders
to the treasury of the Society.
;
Others would, instead, give in smaller
sums to a greater number of interests,
helping each a little, and enabling them to .

get along, trusting to the vitality within

know

who are

really unable to pay,

I would

like to open a school especially. for them.

But

proud as many of these high caste
people
are about some things, you can rarely find one
who is not willing to take almost’ any position
tosavea few pice.
Recently, a boy having

every appearanee of beingin comfortable circumstances, came to get a school book worth:
about three cents. I brought it, asked him for"
the money, and he said, he hadn’t any. “Oh,.
well,” I said, ‘ then you can’t have it.” He
‘sat inthe door for well nigh halfan hour, begging for it, till T thought T would shame him, and
told
Ida to ask him if he was a beggar.
He

said,

*¢ Yes,”

without the

shame or resentment.

faintest

show

af"

On expressing my

sur-

prise, Ida said, “Oh, that’s nothing; almost any
baboo will admit that for the sake of saving a
little money.”
‘As we are obliged to rent a
house for the school, and hire not only a teach-

er but an old woman to go with her

(our un-

married girls always go under guard in this.
way, for it isn’t safe to trust them alone in the:

bazar, as they are subject to insult and abuse),.
we do

feel that the people

should

not

do

less

than pay a sufficient fee to cover the rent of the
building, which is only about sixty-five cents.a
month. « If'we can get the babus to do this, I
shall be glad to open an afternoon school in the :
same house, free to the poor, We have been
called upon to open two or three ‘schools in:

neighborhoods near us, and hope

to do so as:

soon as the rains are over.
Our pupils, as
a whole, are making very satisfactory prog-ress. and most of them pay ver good atten-tion to religious instruction. The latter iy a

work I have attempted but few times #s¢thus:

far, I have had some one here who could db: it:
much better, but -now that I am thrown on:
my own resources, I must do the best I can. ¥
can’t tell you how I long to have my tongue
loosed, so that I can talk freely of the blessed
Saviour.
Do pray for me that I may progress
rapidly. The more I get into the work, the
more I enjoy it in spite of the drawbacks and
discomforts.
How I wish ‘the ladies at home could pay
just one visit, if no more.to some of these

homes that we visit.

I think

you would not

have to plead so hard for funds, and these poor
creatures would not have to sit so long in the
deep, deep darkness.
There has been a
great,
very great improvement in public sentiment
here, in regard
to the teaching of women: and
girls. Babus, who patronize our girls’ school,
say, ‘ We want a better teacher. Other girls’
have received scholarships from Government
for
od scholarships, and why should not
pi
They also say, ‘Formerly a man -always tried to marry his sons to girls of the
highest rank possible; now he wants his sons

to marry girls that are educated.”

*

*

#

Aug. 30. A glorious shower just this moment, and one very much needed.
I suppose
hundreds of dollars have been spent the last
few days, in sacrifices to propitiate the gods
and bring rain. There has been fear of another famine, but we hope we shall not be visited
by so terrible a scourge.”
Sb-o-0-o

THANKSGIVING, NOVEMBER 27.
At no recurrence of the season which the devout habit of a religious people has made the o¢casion for giving thanks to Almighty God, and
humbly invoking his continued favor, has the
material prosperity enjoyed by our
whole
country been more conspicuous, more manifold or more universal.
During the past.year,
also, unbroken peace with all foreign nations,
the general prevalence of domestic tranquillity,
the supremacy and security of the great institutions ofcivil and religious freedom,ha ve gladdened the hearts of our people and confirmed
their attachment to their government, which

the wisdom and'courage of our ancestors so fitly
framed, and the wisdom and courage of their
descendants bave so firmly maintained,

to

be

the habitation of liberty and justice to success-

ive
generations, Now, therefore. I, Rutherford
B. Hayes, president of the United States,
do appoint Thursday, the 27th day of November instant, as a day of national Suankegiviog
and prayer, and earnestly recommend
that,
withdrawing
themselves
from secular cares

them to produce a healthy growth, and
bring them to a condition in which they
and lubors, the people of the United States do
will require no farther help. If we dndermeet Sogether on that day in their respective.
.stand it rightly, the latter has been the | placesof worship, there to
give .thanks and

nanal policy of onr Home Mission Society
but the former has been tried to a limited
dle”

extent and has not been

found

&

satisfacto-

Iy.
Without entering into any discussion

|

of

praise to Almighty God for
his mercies,
to devoutly
beseech their comtinuance..

and
In

witness whereof I have hereunto set my. hand,

and cused the seal of the United States
affixed.
By the president, RUTHERFORD

to be

B. HAYES.

WILLIAM M. EVARTS, Secretary of" State,

}

-

\

S. S. Department,

is

thought that each church had

Sabbath-School Lesson.--Nov. 23.
HOWE.

A.

J.

PROF.

BY

NOTES

AND

QUESTIONS

|

Questions

(for

THE

see Lesson

GLORIFIED

Papers.)

SAVIOUR.

DAILY READINGS,
MM. Glory with the Father. John 17: 1-13.
4. The Transfiguration. Mark 9: 1- 10.
W. Christ exalted. Phil. 2: 1-11.
WW. Atthe right hand of God. Heb.12: 1-14.
F.

Prince and Saviour.

8.
§.

Acts 5:

TEXT:

and Omega,

the beginning
and the
end, saith the
Lord, which is, and which was, and which

43 to come, the Almighty.—Rev.1: 8.
Rev, 1: 10-20.

Notes and Hints.
«4 Book.” The Revelation was written
Dy Joho, about 95. A. D., after his return
from Patmos, to which he had heen banished, and where he had the visions here
The book contains a series of
zecorded.

revelations concerning events yet to come,
of which have already come. Its style is
obscure, and critics are divided over the

interpretation of some parts of it.
«J was tn the spirit.”

John.

The

a guardian

heavenly angel who was here addressed.
Practical lessons:
I. The inspiration of the apostles gave
us the Scriptures.
11. That the churches of Christ are ob!
jects of his care.
III. That in the presence of Christ,man
feels his unworthiness.
IV. That to the unworthy at his feet,
his word is ‘fear not.”
V. That since our Lord is the Lord of

speaker is

He ‘“was in,” or literally, ‘‘hecame

in” the spirit ; that is, in the state of spiritual ecstacy caused by the Holy Spirit.
In this state the prophets and apostles re«ceived the revelations of the Lord.
“On the Lord's day.” Not on the Jewish, but on ‘the Christian’s Sabbath, the
first day of the week. It is called the
Lord’s day because on it he rose from the

may-

have needed"

the admonition given. The cities named
are in the district of Lydia, east of the
Archipelago,

north of the eastern end of

the Mediterranean Sea.

Philadelphia and

Laodicea are inland towns, the others are

on or near the coast. ‘ Turnedio see the
woice.” Voice is here used for the speaker. *“‘Seven golden candlesticks.” The
literal rendering is golden lamp-stands.
Lamps were made like low, oval cups,
with or without nose for the insertion of
the wick. Hence the need of a stand on
awhich to place them. These seven lamp

stands were a symbol of the seven churches.
Verse 20. “Like unto the Son of man.”
Christ. This designation emphasizes his
incarnation.
“With a garment down lo

the foot.”

This was a mark of high rank ;

but the attempt to make this dress
to that worn

by

Aaron

fails,

as

relate
will be

‘seen on reading an account of the priestly

~dress, ia Ex. 28. “With a golden girdle.”
“ The girdle was usually worn about the
waist; but the priests wore theirs *‘just be“dow the arm pits, to avoid perspiration.”
The girdle was often made very ornamental and costly.
“‘Were white as wool.” This is thus ren- dered in the Bible Union version:: “But
his head and his hair were white,as white

wool, as snow.” This was meant, not as
--a mark of age, but of purity. Read Is. 1:
18. <Like a flame of fire.” Such eyes
indicate earnestness of character, and the

ypowerto read the character of others.
“Fine brass.” Some think it means ‘‘brass
that in the furnace has reached a white

«Sublime as a mental

conception, would

the angels of tie Old Testament usually
produced on those they visited. In the
* presence of a holy God, then, how can
“Fear

not.’

speaks to every sinner who
feet.

the sinner

stand?

falls

“The first

and

and

the finisher

the last.”

of creation.

The

Christ
at his
author

“I am he

that liveth.” Better rendered, ‘‘the living
one.” “And was dead.” The Greek reads

“tand became dead.”

“The

The incarnation is never to be repeated.
eternal lifeof Jesus is here shown.

~*Amen.” This is an
should be Jeft out.

- #«The keys of hell.”

The second ‘and chiefvst birth of the
Baptist denomination in America, pro-

ceeded from the *¢ Holy Club” of Oxford,
England.
Whitefield

John Wesley
were leading

that ** Club®

and George
members of

A great thirst for spiritual

power burned within them.
For years
they prayed and fasted, sought relief by
ascetic means, but were finally turned
from such carnal efforts, by Moravian
tenchers, and led to the fullness of salva-

we

ocean, and opened a new era of religious
life on our shores. The two largest denominations on the continent sprung
from that impulse. The Methodists are
legitimate fruits of Wesley's labors, and
the Baptists of the ministry .of Whitefield.
In a hundred years the Baptists had
made no real progress except through
immigrations from England, and occasional conversion to their views from Pedobaptist ranks. The formality and spiritual stupor which paralyzed other sects,
was equally hurtful to the few scattered

lacks,

that we ourselves thought,

nevertheless

he

will

honer it for

what it is; he will magnify it for what it
has undertaken to do. It will be a sorry
slip of the tongue should he ever speak
of its work as ‘‘riffle-rafile.” The present
is an era of discovery; and the greatest
of modern discoveries is the discovery of
childhood. Our fathers in New England,
the Scotch Covenanters, the English Iuritans, discovered the children in their own
homes; we, at, length, are. making discovery of everybody's children—the neg-

lected children of rich and poor alike.

He will, at all events, be seen there every

Sunday, if possible. It should be evident
that he feels at home there. Whatever of
apathetic manner may encase the hot glow
of spiritual affection at ihe core of his
heart for every soul in his parish, there is
to be no look or posture of indifference
here. Will he have a class? Perhaps

tion, through

faith and

the power of

school!

He will do so often, at least.

At

any rate, he will put himself on terms of
fellowship with all the teachers. Once a
month would not be any too often for him
to confer with each teacher, specially, as
to the condition and needs of his ‘or her
class.

3. In some way the pastor should man-

age to supplement the direct work of the
Sunday school. This should be done in
some form of instruction outside of the
uniform scheme of lessons. To an extent
our uniformity is good. But its scope is
not broad - enough to be alone- depended
on. It must be supplemented. The teacher's work and the preacher’s work are not
identical ; yet they ought to meet on common

ground,—and

meet

as

those

who

know. each other. A course of week-day
lectures or Sunday sermons, which shall
clearly and freshly outline and depict the
main

historic

the most

facts

in Bible

notable historic

history, or

personages of

Bible times, or which ‘unfold, or‘translate
out of technical terms into the idomatic,

every day language of the people, the
grand scope and

correlation of the

doc-

trines of the Bible and of human hislory—

school, is a question which will bear a
good deal more discussiun yet.— Advance.

the

Baptists. They were tenacious of doctrinal peculiarities, but lacked spirituality, clear appreciation
the

church,

growth.

and

of the mission

effective

elements

Their preaching was cold

of
of

and

dry, and of course without spiritual results. Their small churches were strug-

gling for existence, without hope of improvement. In this hour of darkness,
Whitefield began his remarkable mission.

His masterful

faith,

and spiritual une-

tion; the simplicity and force of his
teachings ; his tremendous appeals to the
conscience and feelings; his demand for
immediate submission to Christ, and assurance of certain pardon, and gracious

renewal of heart, by ‘the power “uf the
Spirit; his illustrations and proofs,drawn
from the Secriptures,and his own remarka-

ble experience,

surprised.
and mightily.

persuaded the people. It was all a new
revelation to them. = Multitudes were converted.
Over forty thousand in New
England alone were saved through his
ministry during the tbirty years covered
by his repeated visits to America.
Perbaps nearly as many more were convert

not. Willhe talk every Sunday to the -ed in the other provinces.

From among

the converts, hundreds of men went forth,

as in apostolic days, persuading

believe and live.

nA

men

to

Some miuisters and churches welcomed

the new dispensation with joy, and others sharply opposed.
Great enthusiasm
always

breeds

more

or

less

and disorder.
The ‘“ New
they were called, magnified
and guidance of the Spirit,
times failed to discriminate

If teachers find that their scholars are
learning their lessons meshanically, they
may be sure the fault is largely in their
own methods of instruction.— Christian
Register.
:
As a rule, people are not half as fearful

ing time of church or Sunday-schoul serv-

ices as they are of being too late for a

railway train.—8. 8. Tunes.

:

Of Hades; that is,

worlds and made wan is, that it presents

fuith as the supreme priuciple of true re-

more than seven millions of chur¢h members. To what is this wonderful work to
be credited? Not to the superior talent
of the men employed, for there hss
always been more talent and more learn-

ing in other Christian bodies, than either
the Methodists or the Baptists could command.
Not to organization, since other
denominations possessed equal, if not
superior, advantages in that regard. Not
to wealth, or popularity, for neither of
these young denominations equaled oth-

ers in those respects.
The tremendous
initial impulse of spiritaal life accounts
for the results, and there is no other conceivable cause at all adequate.
All
branches of Baptists and Methodists owe
their marvelous growth to this great
spiritual baptism.
The growth of the Baptists 1s even more
remarkable than that of the Methodists,
since their doctrine involves more radical

change in current

belief.

The

whole

world was Pedobaptist; the necessity of
infant baptism was both a belief and a
sentiment,

wrought

into

the

earliest

thoughts and feelings of the people, and
it is wonderful thatso many have been

persuaded

to surrender it.

Then

im-

mersion is a cross people are desirous

avoiding.
these

en

of

The Methodists have escaped

formidable

obstructions,

into harmony

with

and

popular

fall-

convie-

tions. and prejudices respecting them.
Yet the total of immersed believers falls
not far behind the total Methodist membership on the continent.
The Methodists have an admirable, compact, and ef-

fective organization, that works every
man to his utmost, and utilizes all resources with skill, while Baptists have little more than local churches, and every
man is free to devise his own plans,
choose his own field and methods, and

work or not work as he pleases.
an inspiration has kept them busy,

Yet,
and

given success, proving that more depends
on the spirit of individual men than on
organization or methods.
Baptistsare divided into several sec.

tions; by peculiar views on minor points;
but they are essentiully one family; one
in faith and practice.
The question of
opén or close communion is discussed
with more or less vigor, but the spirit of
charity and generosity is evidently advancing, and the conviction that difference on this point ought notto hinder
-their felHowship and co-operation is be-

coming more and more general among
them. If they cherish the old New Light
spirit,

of

enthusiasm

for

souls,

other

questions will, in due time, be solved
harmony with the Spirit of Christ.

in

Lights,” as
-the power
and somebetween the

Spirit of God and their own fancies.

They multipliéd to hundreds. The dividing issue was conscious conversion, the
witness of the Spirit, and privilege of
uneducated men to preach the gospel.
Other points of diveigence subsequently
arose. The New Light congregations
turned eagerly
to the Scriptures, and began to test every belief und practice by
the Bible. As a result, many rejected

BY

REV. D|POW

How oft the mind

inquires, Is

there

avoid dissension, and favored a large
liberty on all questions notinvolving the
essentials of religion. But ardent spirits
on both sides, kept the churches in constant turmoil. The sharpest intolerance
came from the Pedobaptist side.
Delegutes from forty churches assembled at
Stonington, Counn., to consider

of

possible

the

fellowship.

Puine, and Stephen Babcock

ques-

Solomon

tor and su-tainer of all things ? ~~ Lord
Bacon says, ‘* No miracle has ever been
wrought to prove the Divine existence;
the whole creajion testifies to this.”
Whatever may be the testimony of creation, men still inquire, aud never seem

satisfied with mere inductive reasoning.
Nothing short of absolute demonstration
will ever put to quiet the inquisitive. But
when men resort to doubting their senses
and call in question their own being, asa

it, he

would

commune

with

them; but he could not commune with
those who said it was their light and not
their darkness which made them reject
infant baptism.”
al

Mr. Babcock asserted that be remained
of the sane mind as when he was erdain-

ed, making a difference of opinion on baptism no
bar to communion; and so
the Baptist brethren in general appeared
to stand. But the spirit of the times was
against them, and

tive

but

to

they

form

had

no

alterna-

distinctive

Baptist

churches.
Isaac Bachus, the historian,
was a member of this donvention, aud an

in every

telligence
‘as a faculty of world
edge.

koowl-

The atheist assumes as the strong-

hold of his infidelity, that all our knowl-

edge,

subjective

and

objective,

is

merely phenomenal—appearance only,
and that we have no positive proof of
anything real. It is munifest to ev-

can

have

a knowledge of ‘the things which ‘do appear—** of the things that are made,” we
can huve a knowledge of the Maker.
1. Can a man know that he himself
exists? Ifa man cannot know that he
himself exists, he can have no knowledge
of anything being real.
If the thing
that knows, or
ought to know, be a
doubtful existence ; how can that which
is doubtful predicate anything certain P
If a man knows that he doubts, the doubt
is certain ; and the certainty of the doubt
establishes the existence of the doubter;
for there can be no doubt withouta doubter. If appearance be ‘the only datum

for the establishment of the real, then are
all our

senses a delusion

and

we

know

nothing. Bat the vary fact that men 1eason and try to prove that all is mere

appearance, is proof of the real; (3f how

can there be such reasoning, unless there
earnest advocate
of union, but being be a reasoner? The very logic of the
‘overruled, he led the way to Baptist ful- ‘wkeptic ‘is proof against his theory. Aun-

lowship
and became a masterly leader ‘ti-theists stite that we can have ‘no valid
and organizer. ‘In like manner thousands ‘knowledge of nafure; therefore, we can

keys

in the service ot God and humadity, and tist denomination, and gave it power and ‘be made from the unreal. ' The validity
of ‘our senses and of human intelligence,
ripening daily for iis transldtion to the | growth.
In less than a hundred and fifty years, can not be questionedby any reasoitable.
in charge of the church ad- higher type of heaven.— Interior.
the Baptist family has increased, from thinker,
Man's ‘consciousness—knowl‘meant. Hence it was the
A. Suuduy-school w.s organized in the less thaw three thodsand. to more’ than edgeof his mental tutes, whether it be
Bareh

some
;

oew chapel wo Yosemite Valley in. June in
were, -ancié tly, sever elders in connecti .n with the excursion from the
large church, and the one of thew Kas , aod it has held a sessivn every Sab-

who presided over ther
f

and the ‘church,

buth siuce.

’

iares millions «f members, withour counting the thousands m Ped. baptist bodies,
who ute Baptist in faith and practice.
y

doubt or faith, evidence his exist: nce—the

reality of his béing.

Thus adsured of

the reality of his own existence, he may

the tools, or handle the yard stick, or dig

any honarable thing,

that the Master may be honored ‘and souls
redeemed. It is quite certain that nour.

may be presented to our view. We may
inspect its parts and ascertain ils uses.

of a profession !
yw
on
"ee

By this will be demonstrated that it had a
builder; and that the builder

was

ACQUAINTANCE WITH GOD,

pos-

1,

sessed of power and reason, Without
power, the locomotive could never have

“ Acquaint now thyself with God, and be at
peace. Thereby good shall come unto thee.”

been formed; without reason, it never
could have been contrived and fitted for

Says Paul, * Godliness is profitable un.
to all things ; having the promise of the
life which now is, and that which is to
come.”

the uses for which it is adapted. Such is
the magnitude and wonderful economy of
nature—the multiplied millions of worlds
As a guaranty of mere worldly pros.
and systems of worlds, with their unnume perity, no other
principle can begin to
bered variety of inhabitants, subjected to compare with it.
I use the term, ** worlg.
law and order; all proclaim the exist
ence, the might, and the wisdom

ly prosperity” in its broadest sense.

of the

no mere dollar and cent affair.

great Author or Cause of all being.
That there is
evidenced that
in question as
But men are so

a God, is so abundantly
it scarcely need be called
a matter of discussion.
determined on false rea-

soning—so ready to seek lies and to fol-

whose

character

and

cure for himself and
the

most

rational

course

It is

The man

of life

others

se.

around him

enjoyment,

highest usefulness, is, in

and

my

the

humble

judgment, the most prosperous man.

Real Christianity is no mere ideal or

low after that which is deceptive, that it
becomes necessary to give a formulated
statement of facts bearing upon the question of the Divine existence.
The mind not intelligently and thoroughly impressed with the idea of a God,
will be vacillating between belief and un-

sentimental thing, but concerns itself
with the commonest relations and duties
of life, An attempt to confine it to one
day in seven, or to mere formal obseryances, tends to deprive it both of beauty
i
and efficiency.

First, then, I propose to speak of some
belief: between a sense of moral obliga- | of the *“ good,” which
an eacly acquainttion and the inclinations of a perverted ance with God their
Saviour will bring to
and carnal nature. In order to a fixed
and steady course

of virtue

we

need

little children.
It is one of the gems in the Jife of our
dear Saviour that in no
class of

a

strong
and an abiding faith in God. A
man's.or a nation's virtue depends largely upon the conviction or belief in a Di-

persons did he show

He that would live godly

greater

while on earth,
than in the
folks,—-always seeming pleased

vine existence, or in the being of a God.

in this life,

interest
little
with

their presence, rebuking his disciples for

must believe there is a God. ‘He that coldoess toward them,
taking them in his
cometh unto God, must believe that he arms and blessi
ng them.
is; and that he is a rewarder of all them
Now let me say to any dear little friend
that diligently seek bim.”
:
who may read this, that same loving JeDear reader, do we thus believe? A
| few short years and we must appear be- | sus, who loved and cared for. little vnes,
long ago, loves and cares for you to-day ;
fore God. How short the story of our and is as
willing to bless you as he was
life; but its record will abide forever. them,
if you come to him in trustful, earAre we prepared to meet it? Have we nest prayer,
expecting him to hear and
faith in God ? let us also have faith in his answer you. There
is reason to believe
Son Jesus Christ. Through Jesus, our
friend, we may hope to see God and live
—yea, to live and abide with him forever.
How consoling and encouraging the

thought

that, to his kind ear, no

and

less little child.
der them not.
let them

Your la

z

And while they seek him,
his

words

and

example,

* was

That is, he obey-

ed what they said, and did as they requir-

ed.
By no other means can my little friends

be

become so lovely and happy as by obey-

ing the words, following the example,

00
>

and drinking the spirit of their dear lov-

BETTER DO SOMETHING THAN
.
NOTHING.

ing Saviour.
:
:
:
Oh, dues not such a religion bring great
“good” to the little child ; enabling it

BY REV. A. H. MORRELL.

start hopefully in life's journey?

Man is endowed with versatility of talent, and can, if necessary,

turn

his

less true that most persons can do best by
directing their energies chiefly to one
branch of business, still when one sort

of

business is dull or unremunerative, and
others are thrifty, it is well to be able to
adapt one’s self to another employment.

The objectious that are sometimes urged against such changes are:
First, ** I don’t know

how

to

do

** Unnumbered blessings on my head

head

or his hands to different methods for subsistence at will. And, while it is doubt-

thing else.”

mind

subject to his parents.”

But when we shall enter into
shall our joy

-

who, up to the age of thirty years,

horis done—your toil is ended. Enter
into the joy of thy Lord.” Human joy is
then

is sweeter

Let the children come to him and hin-

his cause, that one

day he will say, *‘It is enough.

voice

| or more welcome than that of the guile-

when we are toiling and sacri-

ficing for God

any-

That confession is rather

thing for a livelihood ; and the sooner you
make an effort (if you are in want of employment) the better.

|.

Thy bounteous hand bestowed,
Ere yet my infant heart conceived

Whence all these blessings flowed.”

In my next I will talk to children of a :
larger growth.
C.
*+ro+e

TRUTH AND LIFE.
Great powers and natural gifts do not
bring privileges to their possessor so
much as they bring duties.

Habit is almost as strong as privciple,
and rometimes, when we are beset by a
multiplicity of cares, may act in its stead.
Be careful, then, that your

habits

the very best.
‘The days are full of divine

are

of

messages

from the boundless love of our Father,
and have a wealth of meaning deeper
than any human soul has ever known or
measured.
.
While thére is suele misery and sin in

Second, “ It is stepping down from the
dignity of my calling to attempt anything
else.” It can be no ‘ stepping down” if
such a change be demanded by your own
and the proper supply of the wants of
dear ones dependent upon you. For a
man or a woman to fold bands and make
idle the brain, and suffer want because
the means of support can not be obtained
in the “‘ old way” or by the accustomed
methods that have been used to procure a

Translate the sense of Scripture into
your lives, and expound the Word of

subsistence, is a most irrational position

God by your works,

to occupy.

feet, and teach it by your fingers.

The

sensible

way

is to do

the world, a rian has no right to lull himself to sleep 1a a paradise of self-impr vement and self-enjoyment, in which there
is but one supreme Adam, one perfect
specimen of humanity—namely,

himself.

Interpretit by your

That

what one can do, that it is right to do;
and thus avoid the charge of indolence

tion, as living epistles, read and known

or a disposition to press

of all men.

earnings

of others.

upon

the

It is no

bard

unusual

sight to behold men standing about the
streets in idleness for months at a time,
because they can not procure work in
‘their line.”
The mechanic has been
knownto hire his own garden planted
and

his

own

wood

sawed,

because

‘it

would be unprofessional to do it himself;
nithough

his

profession

afforded

him

work only a part of the time. ~
Nor is this subject altogether inapplicable to the ministry,
Like the most brilliant of the apostles,
some of God's good men in the 'miuistr

denote control.

seven stars.” Those seen in the hand of
the Saviour. |" “The angels.” By these,

but

investigation, that certain facts may be of
such a character as to reveal their partic- ishing food and a life of usefulness are
ular cause or causes, and the character or decidedly preferable to starvation and in.
attributes of the cause.
A locomotive dolence in consequence of the “ dignity”

ligion.—(Christian Intelligencer.
“adop ed the name and style of organization ‘have
no valid knowledge of the cause ‘of can not alaays be supported by the
and infused life and entlio- nutare or of the facts of nature.
If the churches. Our fathers came to us upon a
Heace, the ides is, I have control of * What influence on earth can exceed that of the Baptists,
Hades and of death. | am Lord of them. spiritusl beauty which comes from a long sins ‘into the body, Indeed, thee new “former be true, the latter 'thust inevitably time in the history of the chutch when
Matt. 16:18; Is. 38: 10; Ps. 9: 13. “The life cimsecrated early at the cross, spent churches and ministers became the Bap- fllow; for n6'induction of the real ian most of them found it necessary to labor
‘underworld. The

ministry,

try our hand at the plow, or manipulate

scientific

too humiliating, and, if it be the truth, I
visible dependence upon’ a single issue, would: answer: It is quite time yon
namely, the validity of the human In-. should know how to do more than one

were’ chief ery true thinker, ‘that if we

speakers.
After much discussion and
prayer, Mr. Paine delivered the conclusion of the Pedobaptist party, in writing.
He sid, * If any godly people, who do
not hold infant baptism, confessed that
not hold

It may be assumed

a

‘Leading men of both parties strove to

among the Separatists.

tion

in the ditches—do

O00

now in dispute betwegh Theists and 'Anti-theists, stand out before the world in

caused

sonal God, almighty, wise, aud eternal.

ELL.

division

of infant baptism, while oth-

This

couraged and give up the

the joy of God,
complete.

plea for skepticism, they certainly give up
all proof but the hardness of their hearts,
which is proof against the truth.
Dr. Mahan says, “ All the questions

ers adhered to it.

objects of nature, he may, with
demonstrated certainty, assume the existence of
an adequate cause for all things—a per-

Ir- God, a being above all others—the crea-

regularities excited the fears of conservatives and intensified opposition. Divisions followed and separate congregations
were formed, denominated Separatists.

the doctrine

support of himself and family, is Worthy
of other beings, and of the objécts of nat- of double honor.
J
Now, brethren, if our talents, or our
ure generally.
:
circumstances, do not permit us a sup|2. Thus assured and made cert
the reality of his own existence, and/of
port'by the churches, let us ‘not be. djs.

imperfect.

fanaticism

it might be their darkness that they did

SUNDAY-SCHOOL NOTES,
If you let the Sunday go once you can
never getit back aguin.— Vicar-General
Doane. New Jersey.

One of she chief evidences thatthe Bible
i8 a revelation from Gud who made the

‘the kiugdom of disembodied spirits, the

D. D,

III,

and some

and

interpolation,

BALL,

—

here put together. 1st, Let it be seen
that the pastor honors the Sunday-school.
He need not pretend that it is as good as
it might be. The distance between his
ideal of what the church-school might be
and what it is, may seem to him very
wide. He will have some pretty clear
notions as to just what it is that the school

The résurrectionof of being a minute behind the starting-

Jesus is here mentioned as a proof of his
divine character. ‘‘dlive for evermore.”

BAPTIST HISTORY.
BY REV, GEO.H.

Holy Ghost.™®
Then began a * Great
Awakening,” unequaled by any other
spiritual movement since the day of Pentecost. The tidal wave swept across the

something of this sort, done in a thoughtful,studious, warm-hearted and sympathetic
heat; others think it means ‘‘burnished way, will'be sure to interest deeply. And
brass.” ‘As the sound of many waters.” it will be wonderful and delightful to see
“As the voice of many waters,”
¢Seven
how, in the light of such a showing of the
lars.”
These symbolize the mini
grand traths and leading facts, in their
«of the churches. Verse 20. “Out of his relation to each other, the great Bible with
wnouth,” &c. This represents the word or all its marvelous range of facts and subtruthof the Lord; ‘for the word of the jects, eras and ages, will come, more and
Lord is quick and powerful and sharper more obviously, to marshal itself into
than any two-edged sword.” ‘His counte- method and line and gloriously cumul anance was as the sun.” © The glory and tive moral effectiveness.
beauty of the Lord are here represented.
How the pastor shall make himself most
French well says that this description, felt, and to best advantage in his Sunday®e intolerable if it were given an outward
form.”
“Fellat his feet as dead.” This effect,

carried the Methodist membership up to
more than four millions, making a total
froitage from the labors of those two
apostles of the ** Great Awakening,” of

PASTOR IN THE SUNDAY- SOHOOL.
We chanced to be at a meeting the other day when this questjon was proposed :
«What can we, as ministers, do to promote the interestsof the Sunday-school ?”
We heard some home truths right nobly expressed.
Some that we heard,

And the out-working influence of the Sundead.
‘‘Great voice.”
‘“‘A loud voice,”
day-school touches quickly every phase
as of a trumpet.
;
of good life. The wise minister would
“Alpha and Omega.” These are the first
and last letters of the Greek alphabet. As sooner that palsy strike his tongue than
that it should utter a word of disparageapplied to Christ they designate his relament or discouragement of the Sundaytion to creation and time. This clause of
school.
the verse is not in the most ancient manu2. The minister will come into some
scripts. Hence it should notbe in our
sort of persomal relation to the school.
Scriptures.
“The seven churches.”
As
Just what he should do in the Sundaythere were other churches in the vicinity
school will depend upon circumstances.
of these, this number may represent all of

~ them; or, these alone,

The other line of Christian growth has

- Communications.

Origen

o-6-O-0-&

17-32.

I am Alpha

*

death, we need not fear to die.

Christ in his glory, Rev. 1: 1-9.
The glorified Saviour. Rev.1: 10-20.

GoLpEx

designated.

probably

here

1879.
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is, let your workings be Scripture exposi:

As it is not putting on a gown that
makes the scholar, but the inward babits
of the mind, so it is not putting on an
outward walk of profession that makes 8
Christian, but the inward grace of the
heart.— Storrs.
Joining in the amusements of others is,
in our social state, the next thing to rymputhy in their diswwesses, and even the
slenderest bond that holds society togeth-

er should rather be strengthened
stapped.— Laador.

\

than
;

Wonian was taken out of man; not out
| of his head to top him, nor out of his feet
to be trampled und: root ; but out of bis
side to be equal tv im, under his wrm to
be protected, and néar his heart 'to be

with their hands for daily bread. Such foved.—Matthqw Henry.
The shortést and surest way to live
‘an oeder of ministers, I will venture to
affirm, is etill needed, if the highways with honor in the world is to be in reality
and the byways are to have the ‘Gospel what we would appenr to be; and, it we
preacted to them. And rhe servant of. pheerve. we shall Bud that all buman vIrGud who will preach (it the

people

will

tues increase and

strengthen

themselves

have him), notwithstanding he mut work by the practice and experience uf them.—
4 part of the duys of each, week for the Socrates.

Mio acne

|

THE PREDIOTED FATE OF THE
The Apostle Peter,in his second epistle,

announced the approach of the time when
‘the heavens shall pass away witha

& Tn Christ,” where’s no condemnation ;
life of probation,

One of Christ’s own * holy nation,”
Kept in the hour of temptation,
By

grace I stand.

Knowing from whence I was taken,
Never.can T be forsaken,
My heart shall always awaken,
By grace I stand.

Fighting with sins most besetting ;
Hing The world, and forgetting s

certain general respects each “star resembles oursun. Each is glowing like our

My love on Christ T ath setting,
i

ino)

By grace
I stand.

iy With an intense heat. we ow
n each star processes resembling
in’
lénce those akiog place in a
must be continually in progress, and
such processes must be accompanied
a noise and tumult, Sombared with w

Why, then, should I be distressed,
My soul with sorrow oppressed?

I trust in His name, and am blessed.
By grace [ stand.

Resting on Christ, he will never
His hands clasped around me dissever; *
Once his, it must be forever
In him to stand,

3

— London Christian.

THE EMOTIONAL LIFE OF JESUS.
[The Rev. Phillips Brooks in The Influence
of Jesus.)

We say that life is made up of joy

pain.

But it is not really so.

and

At least,

when we speak in those words, we are
talking of life only in its most superficial
sense. Joy and pain are the expressions
of life, but not life

itself,

nor

its

true

substance. Far down beneath them both
lie the real processes of which they try

to tell the tale.

And even the tale they

to tell they can not tell with certainty.
The same essential life which makes one

man happy makes another man sad.
And so even as symptoms they perpetu-

ally mislead us. If I am really trying
to get at the quality of a man’s living,
it means very little to me at first to know
that he is a happy man, I must know a
great deal more about him before I can
make any use of the fact that he is happy. And when we are trying to test not
the quality of another man’s life but the
ualityof our own ‘all of us who are
oughtful discover very early that happiness or unbappiness may mean very
much or very little, that

there

is

true lives.

we

4

can

ern Crown, would unquestionably destroy
every living creature on the face of this

a con-

know

earth ; nor could any even eseape which
may existon the other planets of the:solar

our

:

* And yet it is by joy and pain that lives

utter -it or:

all

and

into

the

change

happy

no

and

none

frown

one

another that makes us feel the fitness
when we talk about the *‘ face of nature!" A dreadful world!
A world in

which no character could grow, no man-

hood ripen,

The

life of Jesus

world as that.

shows

us. no such

It is changing every mo-

ment with the light and shade. A sensitiveness whose quickness to impressions
we feel - almost painfully
trembles in

every line, Only—and
here is where
the principles which I have just been
athog show their influence in his life—

Jesus with all his sensitiveness to’ pain
and joy, still never allows pain or joy
to be either the purpose of life or the
test of life with
him. The country, to
renew our figure, is bright with sunshine
or serious with shadow and gets
its everchanging beauty from their constant alternation ; but it never sets itself to

work to make the clouds whose shadows
are to rest upon it, nor does it judge its
landscape by the special gloom or glary
which is cast on it at any moment. So,

to speak not in figures,
the sensitiveness
of Josue to pain and Joy never leads him

for a moment to try to he sad or happy
with direct endeavor; nor is there any

sign that he ever judges the real charac-

sought for itself,

self-knowledge

he ever

and he always

underneath

kept

the joy

a

or

sorrow, undisturbed by the moment's
happiness or unhappiness. They were
like ripples on the surface of the stream,
made by its flow, and, we are ready to

imagine,

enjoyed

by

increased a

his heat

believers in

revelation

accept

would

the

doc.

trine. Certain itis that if our sun ever
undergoes the baptism of fire ‘which has
affected some few among his brother
suns, one or other of these processes (if
creation can be called a process) must
come into operation, or else our earth
and her companion worlds would forever
remain

|.

devoid

of life."—Sunday

RELIGIOUS ART.
Protestantism is generally supposed to
have been hostile to religious art. In
one sense the supposition is true. We
have

altar-pieces,

the stream that

crucifixes,

or

There are a

nor

“ever

obscuring the

The supreme sorrow of the

cross

was never sought because it was sorrow-

ful, and even while he hung in agony it
never obscured the certainty of Tis own

holiness in the

great

wsufferer's soul.

These are the perpetual characteristics of

the emotional life of Jesus, which our
theology has often conjured out of sight,
but which are of unspeakable

value,

I think; for a clear’ understanding
thera puts the Man who suffered and

as

of

en-

foved more than any other man that ever
ived in a noble and true relation to his

suffering and joy, and makes his
pain
and pleasure a gospel
to men in their
sadness and their gladness everywhere.

CR

>
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|
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outgoings can be better regulated.
OB

-

the tutor for examination and correction.

-0-0

When'a man has forfeited his integrity
~ nothing else will serve his turn.

| when we

do

right,

and_ when

wrong.” “Then why
said the tutor.. And

we

:

ner and takes him by the hand to lifu
up.
I am not surprised‘to hear
that the man who despises the sinner,
and gets as far away
from him as possi-

do

didn't you say so?”
the lesson is ‘gay

Edward Everett once said he had long
since found that the great mass of what

are sometimes called plain and common
people could always understand & speak18.

sometimes
he went into
gate.

hap ened. Arrived at York,
the church at St. Saviour’s

The rector, one Mr.

often warned

his

Cordeau, had

congregation

against

going to hear ‘that vagubond

preach.

It was

usual in

Wesley”

that

day

for

ministers of the Establishment to wear a
cassock, or gown, just as we everywhere

in France see the ¥rench abbe.
Wesley
had on his gown, like a University man
in a University town, Mr. Cordeau, not
knowing who he was, offered him his
pulpit. © Wesley was quite willing and always ready. Sermons leaped impromptu
from his lips, and this was an impressive
one. Atits close the clerk asked the
rector if he knew who the preacher was.
“No.” Why, sir, it was that vagabond
Wesley!” ¢ Ah, indeed!” said the astonished clergyman ; ¢¢ well, never mind, we

have had a good’ sermon.”—Sunday
ome.
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THE FIRST ABOLITION

NEWSPAPER.

The Hon. Horatio J. Cox, ‘formerly

of

Zanesville, now of this city, is perhaps
the only living man who ‘remembers: the
articulars of the origin of the first Aboition newspaper ever issued in the United States—certainly, the only living man
who assisted in * getting up” the paper.
He

worked

at

the

case,

imposed

the

forms, worked off a part of the first issue,
and handled the buckskin balls in inkin
the forms while his elder brother worke
off the remainder. It was a specimen
number of the Genius of Universal Eman-

policy of dispensing as

far as possible with

everything like Rome,

to Murfreesboro, where he’ continued the

or, publisher, and proprieter. The work
was done in the office of the Muskingum
Messenger, at Zanesville, for Mr, Lundy,

who carried the entire edition with him

so that the
ple, sick of Romish oppresgion and abhorring everything Romish,

publication. for several

ant house of worship.

States.

might the more readily enter

A third

the Protestwas

the

character of much of the so-called ‘relig-

ious art. It had its masterpieces; but
for the most
it was mediocre. It

was usually false to fact, and conveyed

erroneous

impressions

unlearned.

But,

of history to the

worst

of all,

it

was

often as nude, and as offensivein its suggestions, as the art of the world.
It may be questioned, however,

erthese reasons
much force. The

wheth-

are
any longer of
Protestant, at. least in

America and England, is in no danger of

worshiping a canvas or a marble. The
uestion of policy to which we have reerrerl is important in Italy, but scarcely
anywhere else. The character of Romish religious art need not be imitated.
theré are no very

strong

reasons

for our indifference to religious art, there
are
strong reasons against it. Certainly the cultivated people of the world
are taught by art to a large extent, and
the church should not be indfferent to this
teaching. At present,
the lessons of art
at the very best are only sesthetic.. But,
at the lowest point, they are devilish.
Why should we not aim to reform art,’
as it can be reformed only by giving the
religious artist employment on religious
themes?
:
But, if it be deemed wrong to put pictand statutesin churches,

notwith-

and the Central Church, at least it is not
wrong for Christian men of wealth, ‘who
buy works of art at. all, to buy those
which are religious. At present they do
this but_seldom. If a religious picture

adorns their

parlors, it is apt ‘to be a

copy, and it is often stamped with the
mark of the beast. .An original, work of

years, that place

eing then considered
the center
of
emancipation sentiment in 'the United

Judge Cox from whom we gath-

er the above facts, is well known

in this

city, but better known im Zanesville and

from end to end of the Muskingum Valley. He is the father of Col. D. C. Cox,
uncle of 8. 8. Cox, of New York, and sonin-law of the late Hon.

David Chambers,

a prominent National Republican and
Whig politician in his day, member of

Con

, State

Senator,

member

and

Speaker of the House, member of the
nstitutional
Convention
of
1851.
Though now in his seventy-ninth year,
Judge Cox is mentally bright as a young
man, and his recollections of the early
days of Ohio are clear and. vivid.—From
the Columbus (Ohio) Journal, July 11.
O-o-b
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TOBACCO WASTE.
«Tt is perfectly safe to say,” said the
New York Temes, *‘that there is more
spent in New York for cigars than for
bread.”

The auibor of ‘‘ John

Halifax,”

in a capital book, «* A Woman's Thoughts

About Women,” tells of young men habitually spending $150 a year in cigars,
who yet could not afford to ‘get married.
No wonder. There are clerks in the city
of New York, it is said, who spend for
cigars three dollars a day, some of whom

be, he must have a living, and he adapts

his supply to his market. He could be induced at once to select higher subjects,

drink.

Now, the annual cost

in the United States, as careful
prove, is six

hundred

million

of alcohol

statistics

dollars—

over which we groan, in less than ten
years. Add another six hundred million
dollars of waste for tobacco, and what a
frightful sum!

horses,

“his

sheep,

his

his’ dogs, his
li

Watchman.
b A

ET

EA
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It needs prayer in prosperity that we
may have grace to use it, as truly as it
needs prayer ‘in poverty
that we may

have grace to bear it.

How long can the

struggle under such a burden?
di that times are hard ?

should his Christian patrons ask for them,

and refuse his landscapes,

ERANCE NOTES,

=

A cultured physician once said : ¢¢ I would
not havea son who could not drink wine

with me without danger

of becoming

a

brute.” When his eldest son was expelled
from college for drunkenness, it made him
a temperance man, but it was twenty years
too late.— Exchange.

A drunkard in Hamilton, Ontario,

who

took his mother’s corpse, at her dying request, to be buried iu a neighboring town,
got drunk at the depot, forgot all about
her, rambled off and leaving the body at

the station till strangers

buried her

in

the Potter's field.— Conn. Courant.

I

to

leave

it

off,

and as

a result

of

his

visit has become a total abstinence man
and prohibitionist.— Nashua Telegraph.
Could the youth to whom the
flavor
of the tirst wine is delicious as the opening
scenes of life, or the entering upon some
newly-discovered paradise, look into my
desolation, and be made to understand
what a dreary thing it is' when Le shall
feel himself going down a precipice with
open eyes and passive will; could he but

BB dn J

nation

Need we

dng

Fy

If you have & friend. who is dishonest
or impure, thesurest way to save jyourself from him is" to try: to save him.
More and mere secure in purity than the
Pharisee,

man

or

woman,

who

draws

back the spotless skirts from the reach
of the poor fallen creature who clutches

G

TON

Thali arge

to make

him dash

family may be enabledto have their. denominational paper. | Each present sub-

scriber might get another, and thus en-

Take the

not receive it; show the paper and the
present low terms—only $2.00—and ask
tional and a Christian work : let us all be

interested in it.
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Postage 9 cents each, Small, Morocco, 85 ots;
postage 4 cents,
The Racred Melody
is a small book of 225 hymns and severa®™
tunes selected sspesiall y for prayer meetings,
30
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cents;

postage, 2 cents.

Choralist
A few copies left, cents 20.

Postage 6 cents:

The Book of Worship

. only
a few copies left, All gilt edge, $1.00.
postage, 10 cents.
The History of the Freewill Baptists
covers the first half century of our existenee,
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerable
detail, the early events of our denominational
| history,

the

$0.76; postage, 10 cents.

The Memorials of the Free Baptisls
the rise and progress of this body
Christians. in New York, till the time of

:

of

union with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.

‘¢ Drink 1s the curse of Africa!” writes
Mr. McKay, missionary of the American

Board, from Lake Victoria Nyanza.

¢ Go

where you will, you will ind every
aud; when grain is plentiful, every

week,
night,

every man,

thorough.
gine ws

Sample copies sent free,
Lesson Papers
.
of the International Series, for both adults
and children, are Jlinted monthly, at the rate
of
100 copiesto one address for $6.00, If the order
is for less than four months at a time, the charge
will be at the rate of $7.00 per hundred. Pay.
men in advance. Discontinued when time expires. Sample copies sent free.
The Pralmody
is the ' denominational Hymn Book, extensively used. Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroc~
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pride of its mantling temptation.— Charles
mb.
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for a subscription.
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Finally, at the reduced price, the paper
must have an increased circulation in or-

large its field of usefulness.
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ligious and educational news, ‘its family
reading, and its literary merit.

generous offer.
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Instructions
Expenses low. Students in’ this vicinity

cles on religious life and doctrine, its
Sunday-school notes, its secular and re-

Sir George Campbell, the English traveler, was surprised at the absence of lig:
uor at tables in this country; was induced
ed by the difficulty
of getting liquor

. woman and child, even to the

sucking infant, reeling with the effects of

alcohol. On this account, chiefly, I became a teetotaler on leaving the coast, and
have continued so ever since. I believe, al-

80, that abstinence is the .true secret of

rom; it is killing
and even at the

the Kaffir-in the South;

dinner,

the residents

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close
of every session, and the
bound volumes embrace
the {roveadings of the first sixteem sescicns., 76
cents; postage, 9 cents.
x

AN ENLARGED
VIEW OF

held securely"

leal cure is
and cheap.

aa

certain.

ight, aud o vall:

The Treatise

‘It is easy, durable

contains a brief statement of the doctrines
held by
the denomination,
and our
genera)
usages in ‘éhurch-building. It1s publis
by authority of the General Conference. 25 cents; pose
tage, 1 cent.
Butler's Fhcology :
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions
of dectrinal theology, and the ‘author's views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents,
Butler's Commentary
~~ py the same author,
f. J. J. Butter, con
tains two volumes, one on the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
It is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
!
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Sent by mail, postage paid,
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continued and unimpaired health in the
tropics. The West Coast is ruined with
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We have hitherto depended upon the
pastors, ‘and the more active friends of the
Star, to circulate it. We still depend
upon them. It will be comparatively easy
for them to call the attention of their
friends, acquaintances and parishes to it,
and thus to put it into many families that
do not now have it.
* This is not a gratuitous service that we’]
ask. It is the unvarymg testimony, that
the more copies of the Star that go into a
parish, the better the results that appear
in respect to Christian activity, religious
intelligence, attendance at 'the prayer
meetings, contributions for the support of
worship, and a broader and deeper interNore LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
est in all benevolent work. Thus the
of the school is to prepare the students for col.
lege, and every effort is made to do this in as thorpastors are directly repaid in better than ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate. Send for a Catalogue.
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They did not know their wants until they
read the appeals in the Star. Moreover,
have sisters who can hardly afford them- the Printing Establishment has lately doselves the bare necessaries of life. The’ nated $1250 to the Education and the two
national cost of tobacco must be something fearful. That it amounts to as much Missionary Societies. The greater its inas the cost of alcohol is highly probable, come the larger can be these donations.
for all. who ‘use the poison-drink-—-with
Furthermore, a better opportunity than
few exceptions—use. the poison-weed, and
many who use the weed do not use, the the present was never offered for the in-

religious art is seldom seen in our Chris- enough to wipe ‘out our national debt,
tian homes. And naturally, the artist
declines to produce that for which there is
no sales However conscientious he: may
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Tts subject was ‘‘Conscience ;" and one of him

the

Another was

ures

stream’s consciousness of its deeper currents,

-

+s | at them, is the pitying man or woman | will contain, and
to make it profitable to
The story, is told of a sophomore in who, in the nearest brotherhood or sis- everybody for its correspondence, its articollege who brought his composition to terhood, goes close to the wretched sin--

cipation, dated and issued as from Mur:
freesboro, Tenn.—Benjamin Lundy, edit-

made them, not sought by the stream for standing the example of Trinity Church
themselves,

:

Tr

LANGUAGE,

few exceptions to the rule; but usually
the Protestant churches are not embellished with pictures or with sculpture.
Several ‘things contributed to this result.
One was the disposition of the Romanist
to adore the object of art, in express violation of God's will, and the fear that the
Protestant night fall into the same sin.

And, if

ter of himself or any other man by the
sadness or the happiness that for the
moment covers his
life. He simply lives,
and joy and sorrow issue from his living,
and cast their brightness and their
glopmihess back upon his life; but there

-18 no sorrow and no joy that

of vegetation,

sun

in luster,

do not

of that

with

forms

Ifthe

madonnas, in our churches.

the solemn gloom

brilliance,

of smile

be

o-O-0-0
+0

the

every! hour;

inevitably

hundred-fold

Magazine.

grouped with one another in completest
symmetry, but all bathed in one monotday

would

doubtless sterilize the whole earth, The
sama would happen in other planets.
Science knows nothing of spontaneous
generation, and believers in revelation
reject the doetrine. Science knows nothing of the creation of living forms, but

after

leys, oceans, rivers, fields, all perfect, all

every

life,

but naught else.

was made up of events but knew no
emotions. = A dreadful place! Hills, val-

transitions from

vegetable

a few of the Towest

it, which received no shadow and no sun-

all

Now if our sun- were to

destroyed on this earth. A few stubborn
animaleules might survive, and, possibly,

light on it. What would a life be which

same

p

JOHN WESLEY AT YORK.
As he traveled to and fro odd mistakes

much brighter.

0 was true and good,
and should instantly be answered in gladness from every other man on whom they
struck:
What a landscape would
that be which had no atmosphere abové

soft:

"

sand times ‘its former luster, according

increase tenfold in brightness, all the
higher forms of animal life, and nearly

* from the man w

light;

.

er if he understood himself and used
Plain and simple language.—
Nat. Bap-

as we take the Inghiest possible estimate
fore the catastrophe,
or consider that it may
have been very

should ipevitably shine forth in gladness

unchanging

pr

system. . The star in the Northern Crown
shove out with more than eight hundred
times its former luster ; the star in Cyg-

of its brightness

make it iofluential. And on the other
hand the man who lacks emotion lacks
receptiveness,
That which other men
are, if it does not make him glad or sorry, if it gives him neither joy nor pain,
does not become his. The emotion of
lives is the magnetism that they omit,
something closely associated with their
substance and yet distinct from it, in
~~ which they communicate with one another. There is a condition. conceivable in
which the emotions should be so delicately and perfectly true to the quality of
fhe lives from which they issué that they
should furnish a perfect medium of communication. That would be a state of
existence in which truth and goodness

onous,

TT

nus with from five hundred to many thou-

mostly communicate with one another.
The man who lacks emotion Jacke expression. That which is in him remains
within him, and
he cannot

a

hat
vio- what you have to say in a few words, ahd
sun words so plain that all may understand
2
i
that ‘your meaning.”
b; Not long since we heard of ‘a returned
missionary who preached a sermon, one
all the forms
of uproar
known upon our Sabbath morning, on missions to the land
; and half his ‘hearers did not
earth
are as absolute silence. The crash of Sinim
of the thunderbolt, the bellowing of the know what land ‘he meant, till, in the
volcano, the awful
groaning of the earth- evening, the pastor of the church explainquake, the roar of the hurricane, the re- ed that by Sinim he meant China, And
verberating peals of loudest thunder, any the story is told of a city minister, who,
of these, or all combined, are as nothing after preachioy for a friend in the councompared with the tumult raging over try, was told by the latter, * You have
every square mile, every square yard of given us a very good sermon with one
the surface of each one Smog the stars.” exception, and that is, you used some
He proceeds to describe, with consider- words our people don’t understand.”
able circumstantiality, two appearances The former thought the latter was cerwitnessed in the heavens within the last tainly mistaken, and asked what single
few years—in 1866, when a tenth ragni- word he had used that all could not easitude star (that is, four magnitudes below ly understand. ¢ Why,” replied the
of happithe lowest limit of the naked-eye vision) in other, * i said felicity ins
Now all our people know what
the constellation of the Northern Crown ness.
suddenly shone as a second magnitude “happiness” is; but a great many of
star,afterward: rapidly diminishing in lus- | them, I am sure, do not know the mean*« felicity.”
As the preacher
ter ; and in 1876, when a new star became ing of
visible in the constellation Cygnus, subse- doubted this, the country minister said
quently fading again so as to be only ‘‘ There comes one of our plain, sensible
perceptible by means of a telescope. farmers ; we will ask him.” And as the
After; noting
the | conclusions deduced farmer came up he said, ‘* We were Just
from the application of the most improv- speaking about a word—the word felicied instruments to these observations, Mr. ty ; can you tell us what is its meaning?”
Proctor, whose authorityis second to none * Why; yes”; said the farmer; ** certainamong astronomers,remarks : ‘* A change ly know what ¢ felicity’ is; ‘it. is somein our own sun, such as affected the - star thing inside a pig, though I don't know
in Cygnus, or that other star in the North- exactly what!”

sciousness underneath ' sorrow and fo
into which we must penetrate, in whi

we must live, before

asin

RUURCARMFSSH ERA

its sentences read, ‘The nature,and provfervent heat; the earth, also, and the ‘ince of conscience are such, that, in view ble, has become, after all, the sharer of
works that.are therein shall be burnt up.” of the revealed ahd perfect ‘standard of his sin, '1 am surprised if the tender
What has modern science to say to the truth and duty, this inward monitor en- sympathizer who goesto the poor slave
possibility of a catastrophe
: such as that ables us to discriminate between that of sin, and says, ¢* My brother, my heart
shadowed forth in a comparatively un- which, on the one hand, is forbidden, and ‘bleeds
for yon; let me help you,”—I am
s¢fentific
age, eighteen centuries ago? evil in its tendency, and that on the other, surprised
if he is not armed "by his pity
which
is
commanded,
and
correct
in
theMr, R. A. Proctor, writing. in his latest
against the contagion of the sin he tries
volume, *' The Flowers : of the Sky,” re- ory and beneficialin practice.” | .
help, and if ‘he ‘does hot save both his
tutor read the sentence, he said to
marks: “It is no longer a mere fancy . to theAs thestudent,
Rev.
‘* What sTaatly, do you brother and : himself ' together.
that each star is a sun—science has made
Phillips
Brooks.
.
,
|
mean
by
that?”
“Why,”
said
the
the
latthisan assared fact, which no astronomer
thinks of doubting. -We know ‘that in ter, “I mean that conscience tells us |:

By grace I stand.

my

.

noise, and the elements shall melt with

Safe in his perfect salvation,
Living

t
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Besides theHistory
**
of the Freewill

Collegi-

Commercial,

Pre-

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings In the
Northwest.
nition, incidental

and library fees, only $15 a year. Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room. 40 to 75 cents a week,
Scholarship for Commerciai com se, unlimited time, $30.
Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.

For Catalogue address,
D. W. C. DURGIN, President,

Baptists” itself, no

book

contains more

| Information in regard to- the

early

days

of the F. Baptists than the *“Memoirs
the Life of David Marks.”

of

‘An agent of

Hillsdale, Mich.

RZ GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
ACo,, Ohio. The college
year consists of four
terms of ten ‘weeks each. Fall term begins Aug. 26.
courses
of study are
the
Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
cotirses, viz: : €lassical and Scientific
Board,

(including

room

rent)

$2,15 per

week.

For further information apply to A. A. MouULTON, A.M, Rio Grande,
lia Co., Ohio.

ARSONFIELD SEMINARY.
J
Rey. T. F. MILLETT, Principal, with competent
assistants. College Preparatory, Normal, Classical

and Scientific course of study for both sexes.
Board, including room rent, from $2 to $2.50 Jot
week. Rooms from $2 to $4 per: term,
Tuition
a
rent free to those preparing for the
ministry.
Summer term begins May 6; Fall term
t. 2;

Winter term Nov. 35. !

gy.

Sept.

For further information address the Principal.

ST VIRGINIA
COLLEGE.—Flemington,
Taylor Co., West Virginia. This Institution
offers to students important and peculiar advanta.
8. For particular information, send for a circu.

to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, LL. D., President.

the Book Concern
the Morning

Star

under

whose auspices

was once

published,

identified with the "Anti-slavery character
of the denominatien,

undergoing

because of his temperance
gether with his almost

trials

principles, to-

constant journey-

ings from Maize to Ohio, and a record os
incidents connected therewith—make this
3; book of 516 pages one of marked interest

fo-tie

Tender; Te may be obtained for —

$1.10 per copy, postage paid, by address-

ing Rev. I, D. Stewart, Dover, N. H.
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part as well, not only would the

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1879.
G, F. MOSHER,

Editor.

sa All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H.

Are we seeking for the open door?
Then let us no longer seek it. If the
Lord opens the door before us we shall
surely see it; if not, then we shall be
disappointed, discouraged, and grow sullen and restless in looking at a blank wall.
There are always the three remaining sides
open before us to do our work in and be
content. But it is hard to keep the eyes
off that wall, and it is natural to wish for
battering rams and scaling ladders. Itis
yet harder to kick againstthe pricks;

and

‘human warfare against heaven ever
sults in vanity and vexation of spirit.

re-

Life is never so hard as the thought of
life. ‘The mind is overwhelmed with
«calamities, but there is always a way of
escape provided in the soul. Hope lightens many labors. That hope may be
rarified into indefiniteness,yet somewhere
it is verily hope still. The golden age of
a forgotten past or of the undreamed futaire ever haunts secluded hearts, Man
lives not by bread alone ; meat and drink
and raiment are not enough. Even that
‘beauty which enwraps the earth and penetrates all nature with its minute and
magnificent attractions must be transcended. There is no peace till the
soul stands in the presence of the great
moral universe and bows in humility and
acceptance before the strata of bottomless
severity which isa characteristic of the

Jo

« higher life;” still happier he who

else

in human
for us

to

another person upon the merits of the
case.

The habit of flattery

may

appear

to some as a species of kindliness, or how

else can we explain its presence in people
whom we are expected to regard as good
people? General Sherman thought it a

merciful course to destroy the crops and
eave the people to the consequent misery
~on his famous march to the sea; just as
General Sheridan, thinks it the most mer~ciful course no doubt to exterminate the
Indians. The former announced that to him
-it seemed better to make the cruelty of
the great war as short as possible and,
therefore, if need be, to take

cruel meas-

-ures'to bring it to a speedy close.

These

-are not his words, but his idea is suggest-ed in them. Probably General Sheridan
has some such ideas in regard to the In-diap question. Is this a wholesome docrine, an infirmity, or asin? If we mistake not, each

reader will

find

but

one

ready answer, yet we are almost as sare
that that one answer will not be the same
in each case.. Then again, see how opinions differ as to the trivial and the essential in life. In the matter of dress, what
some regard as essential, as in the case
of the Shakers, others regard as trivial.
This line of thought may be carried on‘indefinitely. But at the end shall we. not

_xeach the conclusion that while we are to
pay no less devotion to our own consciences, we should be more careful as to intruding our consciences upon other people?
BATES

COLLEGE.

The article by the President in. another
column speaks for itself. We have this
tosay:
If the college is to live, not only
must irs present debt be paid, but its’ renewal must be prevented.

To us,the fact

that the floating debt is fifty-one thousand
dollars, or fifty-seven thousand, or what“ever sum it may actually be,is not so seri-

ous a matter as the other fact that the
debt is yearly increasing. Leaving matters as they are, it would only be a ques-

. tion of time when the debt would have
accumulated beyond the possibility of removing it. But this, so far from being a
discouraging feature, is to our ‘mind the
unanswerable argument for paying it at
* the earliest possible time. That removed,

has

experienced it. His sweetened, mellowed

life is the only suitable testimony of the
gift the public can receive. Christ being
“able to do exceeding abundaatly, above
all that we ask or think, according to the
power that worketh in us,” we should not
expect even to understand, much less to
explain, his ministry upon our hearts.

His revelations often have a scope and inExactly

great

trial,

uallyas faith in Christ to pardon

may

have a gradual growth. The sudden,
distinct experience is precious, but the
assurance is the substantial want.
¢ He

to

know nothing of myself.”

It is perilous to publish
spiritual

blessings.

Grateful

acknowl-

edgment
easily merges into boastful
glorying. Danger increases with favors.
¢t Heavenly places” are both glorious and
dangerous. The mountain crest is delightful, but it requires a steady head to
escape a fall. *‘ And lest I should be exalted above measure through the abundance of the revelations, there

was

given

me a thorn in the flesh, the messenger

of

Satan to buffet me, lest 1 should be exalted

above measure,” describes the sequel
Paul's high experience.

Yet, he had

reported the vision. The excitement of
testifying to the favors God had con-

followed by a blessing.
to seek the ‘*second

Hence we oug ht
blessing”

and

the third and fourth, until Christ is

also
fully

appropriated as our life.
0-0-0

the ‘so-called joined

service”

with the

and declares its purpose to, in the future,

by

the

faith

practice of the Baptist churches.”
are glad

that

all

should be healed,

needless
but

we

and

We

‘*disunion”

are

not quite

clear about the magnanimity of a church
which, having so far shown approvalof its
pastor's alleged irregularities as not only

not to raise objections to those irregularities but even to join him in carrying
them out, should, now that trouble has
arisen, publicly throw upon hjm the
whole responsibility and so leave him to
bear it.

——HoOWEVER

foolish

Capt.

Boyton's

flesh” will not keep them meek, and
childlike.
A great revival often reacts,

and genders

mer, and we'can

mischief incurable.

Some

of the

failures that have disgraced the

Christ have

followed unusual

the
worst

cause

of

blessings.

With rare exceptions, it is unsafe to give
large measures of the Spiritto Christians,
because it makes them heady, fanatical,

conceited,

wild.

Even

pride

* thorns

and

very difficult is it for

in the

indolence.

God

So

to bless us,

without begetting dizziness and
folly.
When great blessings come, we need a
double watch.
:
Is sin therefore a necessity? Is holi-

ness, in this life, impossible?

With

man

impossible;
‘‘with God
all things:
are possible.” ‘Who will limit the power
of Christ? Is he not
‘able
to
save to the
uttermost’?
Are there
souls . beyond
the : ‘‘uttermost”?
If

When we believe perfectly we
Will

faith

ever be

complete? “I judge not myself.” ¢Increase my faith,” is a fitting prayer, at all

lege

of

its

present

floating

That is the ‘question.
‘We
sured thatif a general effort

debt?

are asshall be

made in this direction the President of the

hunger for such keeping power,

Some-

times a great sorrow or calamity devel-

subscription. - Are there not fifty other
persons among us who can do as well as

safety, and willingly wait for heaven
the exercise of holiness.

for

It excuses such,

could be foundto do each a twentieth

overcome
sin in this life. They (are
more than willing to believe this discour-

tion, but we do not now, and never did,

subscription after

blood

nished the man (let his young life be spar-

the

to

pay

the

is cooled.

Some of us need ‘to be more careful in
subscribing. Thoughtless subscriptions
make both giver and receiver miserable
in too many cases.

~——A WRITER in Good Company

has a

think

that his divergence from the views of the Baptist brotherhood in general was sufficiently
great to prevent his reception with that

of bis

church into the fellowship of the churches.”
We note with

pleasure the

practically

en-

larged new form and improved appearance

very high appreciation of the beneficent
influence of the woods on human nature : ponent of Baptist doctrine, Although it bas
now prefixed the words * New York’ to its
Put a villain into the forest, fence him name, its editor will not allow it to become
about with solitude, leave him to his own localized in any sense,
reflections, allow him no human confederates, and he will generally be ‘softened
into a man again. Put a drunkard there,
let a mountain stream leap and play be-

fore his eabin door, and he will return to

Denominational Hetos,

his early tastes. Put a miser there, leave
him alone with his hunger, and he will

forget the value of coined metal ; like the
misanthropos Timon, digging in the
earth and finding gold, he will curse his
luck that it was not roots instead.
Such language smacks of patent medicines which are advertised to cure all dis-

lawyers, Christian physicians and

iously educated men for other call

relig-

and in justice to her I may add, she has far.

ed) who has on his hands the great work

at Harper's

Ferry.

Indeed,

Harper's

Ferry is the child of Bates college!
But the college has hardly entered

up-

of on its work. 1Itis itself bus a child,
|
the Watch- Tower, which Dr. Olmstead is takes time to found colleg
es. Let, then,
making an excellent paper. Courteous and our nobl»
brothers and sisters in India
charitable it is at the same time outspoken
when occasion requires, and a consistent ex- wait patiently; for I trust they are ere

long to say to many a missionary wel.
comed from Bates that which Is written

** How beautiful are the feet of them that
preach the gospel of peace, and bring
glad tidings of good things.”
And now, dear brethren and friends, yon

especially who have remembered the college once, twice, und again,I can not go
to you for help as I once could. I could

Bates College Again.

eases,—by which remark we

would

not

According to the above

lands,

is

$57,804.97,

and

philosophy, Rev. James Beecher, halfbrother of Henry Ward Beecher, ought
to be a superior ‘individual, and we do
not know but what he is. At any rate, it
is currently stated that Mr. Beccher lives
with his family near Beecher lake in the
center of a wild tract of country in the

the Committee estimate the value
these lands at six thousand dollars.

the clergyman himself, is a story and a
half high with a veranda fronting the

lars. Of what he calls his ** first one hundred thousand dollars,"—embraced in his

lake.
miles,
miles
of the

first and second sbscriptions—he Zave one-

Catskill mountains.

That what is due from

of

Mr. Bates will be paid I have no doubt.
And here our friends should understand
that Mr. Bates made three subscriptions

to the college in sums of twenty-five,sev-

The house, built by enty-five, and one hundred thousand dol-

There is no road nearer than nine
and the nearest post-office is ten
away. Mr. Beecher keeps the run
days by cutting notches in a stick.

——JUsT what we have time and again

body, though not every member sees all

questions in the same light with every
other member—that it is not needful in
order to harmony and good order that
every member of the church should agree
in all points with every other member—
that it is possible for a Baptist minister to

be true, and loyal, and blessed of God,

Bough he does not argue from the same
standpoint nor pursue precisely the same

line of argumentation with every other.

In short, our brethren

in

Brooklyn

and

vicinity have learned that it is safe to trust

to the Christian good sense, honor and in-

foguity of brethren who do not pronounce
the

Shibboleth

without

a

slip

of

the

tongue; and they havé learned as well
not to be frightened because some very
independent journal chooses to regard
everybodyas either ‘‘ bound by a castiron creed” or as loose as itself—that
there is no reason to fear the attacks of
those who live simply by iconociasm.
a

in the adoption of the report

nance Committee.

In addition to these

lectures,

will

and the

articles on * Baptist History” now .

Hellespont was nothing to some of Capt.
Boyton’s feats. But Leander was
encased in a rubber suit filled with

quent articles on various subjects by Prof.
Foster, the eloquent temperance lecturer,
more of Mrs. Ramsey’s papers on the not-

tial contest, it deserves defeat and will be

likely to get.it.

In Virginia the contest

was over the payment of the

State

and party lines were almost

wholly

regarded.

debt,

dis-

The victory appears to rest

with the *‘ debt-payers,”

great

victory.

Furthermore, I think that

war will be one of ignorance
stition

combined

against

and

super-

education

and

Wherever ignorance controlls, whether
in State or Church, there is danger.
—— Tue Montreal city council has acted
ina fianner similar to that of some indi-

North Oarolina Freewill Baptists.

of the

Fi-

ed fathers in the medi®val church in Europe,

articles on

Baptism,

Communion

and kindred topics, sprightly articles on
domestic economy by ** Zabeth Harp,”
timely discussion of living subjects by
good writers, choice

family

reading,

forward in the work of spreading the doc-

following words:
* This debt must be provided for at
once or the college can pot maintain its
standing.
Therefore, we recommend
that the President undertake its iiquidation,ard
that no efforts be spared to make
the undertaking a success.”
Here also follows the action of ‘the
Trustees at their meeting, held Oct. 80th.
It is in the adoption of a report of this
same Committee :
;
‘1. We recommend that the lots of land
mentioned in our annual report be sold
whenever they will bring a fair price.
+2. That the Treasurer be directed to
collect the money on as many as possible
of the promissory notes in his hands.
“3. The raising of a special subscrip-

ty, building houses of worship, &e.
Their churches are not divided

into

Quarterly Meetings, as is our custom, but

each church holds a session every three
months,

Meeting.

which

they

call the Quarterly

The North-east church at Mt.

Olive held its last session on Saturday
and Sunday,the 1st and 2nd inst. Iattended this meeting, met a warm reception,
and was pleased with what I witnessed.
We assembled ot the meeting-house,
which

is an old frame building located a few
hundred yards east of the village, Saturday, at 10 o'clock. There being some

seventy-five or eighty persons preseut,the

meeting was opened at 10-30 o'clock. The
the business of the church was entered upon

floating debt ; and that every friendeof the

and disposed of, in order. After which,
we adjourned to meet at 7.30 o'clock.
At the appointed hour there were about

two hundred out to preaching. After a
short discourse on Communion, by the
writer, the Lord's supper was adminis“5. That all revenues above the legiti- tered. In accordance with the wishes and

and under the direction of the President,
and that he be authorized to employ such
be. aids a8 he may deem expedient
:

pearing in the Star, we shall have fre-

:

0. B, CHEXEY.

That report is in the trine of free communion, buying proper-

arrangement which we are sure

not
air-

one hundred years.
For the Trustees,
Lewiston, Maine.

nual meeting on this subject may be seen hearts with coursge and new zeal to go

tion for the purpose of extinguishing

i

the presence of winter will prevent the highly appreciated by our readers.
swimming craze from taking so strong a
hold of people as the walking ‘folly did.
By the way, Leander’s swimming the

first to as-

claimed is now admitted by the Journal
and Messenger when, in speaking of the
recent admission of the Marcy Avenue __But one thing must not be forgotten. [anxious
to unite, and thus become one
church to the Long Island Association, it The entire three hundred thousand dol- with us, as every Freewill Baptist, who
lars,— that is, the two hundred thousand glories in the spread of the doctrines of
says:
:
And now what shall we say? That to be furnished by Mr. Bates and the one the Bible, is to have such a union formed.
there has been a backing down either on hundred thousandto be furnished by other
It seems to surprise them to hear of a
the part of the church or on the part of friends of the college, are to be a perma- body of Freewill Baptists, whose history
the brethren? By no means. The church nentfund. This was the understanding; dates back to 1780, and whose memberstands just where it did‘ five years ago. and the Trustees are resolved on keeping
ship is over seventy-five thousand. Then,
It has simply shown that it is possible for
Glislad too, the thought of being admitted into
| a churchto be strictly Baptistic, and con- good faith with all parties:
TLe action of the Trustees at their an- our General Conference inspires their
sistent in practice with the great Baptist

oris not alone in his: folly.

Fortunately

fore our General Conference

semble after the existence of our people

halt for building purposes, butchanged it
I aw still among the brethren of the
to endowment purposes at my request. He Eastern North Carolina
Freewill Baptist
pledged what he calls his ‘ second one Conference endeavori
,
ng to form a better
hundred thousand dollars” on condition acquaintance, and a more perfect union
that the denomination raise one hundred between them and the general body of
thousand, a sum I need not say we have Fregwill Baptists. It is very
encouraging
raised.
to know that these brethren are just as

Yog. That «aid subscription be in charge

But

that I may take pride in allowing the
relatives of the great benefactor of the
college—precious be his very dust—to

estate of read, and equal pride in opening it be-

the

tion during the whole of the course—an

80 long’as there are thousands

that? Are there not a hundred who can "to be assnred that no one cen expect. to |

do half as well? If only a thousand.

than

lectures, and shall continue their publica-

that the example is to accomplish.

ops it. Sometimes it rises from ordinary intelligence, and I am satisfied that the
Christian growth. In too many cases it children here will enroll in the army of
intelligence and wipe ‘out, the common
fails to rise at all. - The mass of Chris. enemy ignorance.” .

college will give a thousand dollars
as his tians ure quite contented with the hope of

the heat of a mement

and cheer such exploits,
the principal act-

good

a result which
seasons, for all people.
we
hope
may
be
realized.
Great spiritual blessings are always
ii,
to accumulate again, there ought to be preceded by a profound sense of want.
nothing to prevent a glorious future for | Souls longing for pardon, easily receive ~——SHOW usa better speech than Gen.
the college. Much of course depends. on a pardoning Saviour. Until the hunger Grant made at Burlington, Iowa, the
the payment of the Bates subscription. comes, faith is impossible. Christ is a otherflay, to the school children:
But the President assures us, ‘that what “ root out of dry ground” to all who feel
‘I believe that if there ever is another
is due from the estate of Mr. Bates will no need of him. Just so do Christians battlein this countryit will be one of igbe paid, T have no doubt.”
fail to use the Lord 10 keep them from norance versus inteiligence, ‘and in thar
Will the denomination, or the friends falling, because they have only a feeble: battle the State of Iowa will achieve a

of education among us, relieve the col-

sacredly ‘redeemed. It is sometimes a
very much easier thing to subscribe in

to watch

possible

——THE elections on Tuesday of last
week were generally favorable to the
Republicans. Whil: we greatly rejoice
toward us;” ‘able to succor them that
‘over the defeat of Butlerin Massachusetts,
are tempted ;” ** able to keep us from fall-.
because we believe him to be a political
ing.” Are we dble to receive and usé his
| adventurer and demagogue of the worst
merey? Who can answer? We are not type, we Lo no sort of enthusiasm over
justified in asserting that holiness is bethe electio® of Cornell in New York, beyond our reach, for that would be limit- cause it represents
the success of that
ing the Lord. Faith in possible holiness worst of
all agencies in our country toin this life, is warranted by the sure prom; day, that of machine-politics. If thé Reise of the Spirit. When we attain to a
| publican party has no higher ground than
perfect faith, we are assured a perfect victhat on which to wage the next presidentory. * This is the victory that overcometh

ceiving.

emies, professors for colleges, Christian

It would greatly

simplify many a charitable undertaking
if all the pledges made in its behalf were

college, both here and elsewhere, be earBestly urged to give according to his abil-

no

sinner, what can he not do for our poor
souls? It is simply a question of grace
with him, and receptiveness with us
* (God is able to make all grace abound

shall receive fully.

foreign

157In this issue we begin the publication
of abstracts of Joseph Cook's Monday

see

he is ableto make a Christian out of a chambers.

the world,even our faith.” Believing is re-

for

missionary work. Thirty-five hundred dollars from one individual and a like amount
raised by subscription on the spot is a good
example for American Baptists to imitate.
“ We do not now,” says the Journal and
Messenger, *‘ and never did, agree' with Dr,
Jeffery in his views on the communion ques-

unproductive

exploits may seem to many persons, yet
if all would pursue their useful avocations
with as much diligence and bravery as
he pursues his, it would be a blessed
thing. Having swam the Mississippi
nearly its entire length, he has the past
week been floating down the Connecticut,
shooting the rapids at Bellows Falls and
risking his limbs if not his life in various
ways. To remain twelve
or sixteen
hours in the water at this season of the
year can not be wholesome to the swim-

ferred upon him might have made

article, and note

provide

aggerated effect.

of
not

Read President’ Goadby’s
how the English Baptists

I regretto say that our institution has

not yet sent a missionary, to India. Hills.
dale has done a large. part of this work,
God bless her for doing - it! But in no
small numbers she has furnished pastors
for Christian churches, teachers for acad.

the extract, but rather free it from its ex-

‘““dwell in and abide

extraordinary

glad

to inspire with enthusiasm, are parts of
the work of Christ on Christian character.
Every stepis conditioned on faith, and

to

do,

Lord,

We are

.‘‘ Be just and fear not.”

with power, to render mighty in prayer,

keep,

Jewish congregation **in so far as the
same were irregular and unbaptistic.”
pect it: — To souls that hunger and thirst The church “through its delegates refor holiness, rich blessings are given. affirms its Covenant and Articles of faith,
the

pulse of charity Montreal gave $10,000
to the stricken eity, and now her city
council refuses, by a vote of 17 to 4, to

most take it for another paper.

of itg progress,

detract one whit of the truth contained in

To pardon,to

God's eyes were sharper than his own,and
might discern sin where he did not sus-

How much they signify is for
not man, to decide.

'im-

endue

course.

‘We

He knew that

Bt. John, N. B., a while since, in the

In my remarks at the Anniversaries in give you the reasons were it necessary
Olneyville, I estimated the floating debt but I ask every one of you to help the colof the college at $56,000.
This sum, legeat this time of its great need. I ask
however, I am glad to say is too large. you all to send me something, and I hope
The actual floating debt as veported the offerings will be’ so many that they
last Commencement by the Finance Com. will fill many pages of a book that I promittee is $51,804.97 or, to put the matter pose to purchase for the safe keeping of
in another way, the debt, including the your names, and I pray it may be a book

CURRENT TOPICS.
——*“THE St. Louis trouble is ended”
know in part,” and the Spirit only knows joyfully exclaims the Walchman. It
infull. Haste to report ‘‘sanctification” seems that at the recent session of the
is terribly presumptuons.
‘Iam living Missouri General Baptist Association the
delegates from Dr. Boyd's church ** repuwithout sin,” on mortal lips, are delusive
words. . Paul never ventared so far, but diated” both the invitation of Dr. Eliot to
protested, «I judge not myself. For I join in communion with the church and
‘or_ intends

and the affairs of the college put in such
shape that the debt would not once begin

-

When led to it through some

what

within, we can not comprehend.

When the great fire swept over

pay the subscription.

with them that fear him,” and is not to be
too freely published. Paul was ‘caught
that believeth entereth into rest;” but’
up to the third heaven ;” entered into the
rest of faith is a habit as well as an act.
« higher life ;" experienced a fullness of
After apprehending Christ as our keeper,
love, *‘ not lawful for a man to utter,”
it requires time and experience to cause
and he did not attempt to describe it, Is
the heart to fly to him for security, as by
he not a safe example? Common blessinstinct, without waiting to think, or
ings are for common use, but some gifts
choose. Faith limps until it attains this
of the Spirit are unspeakable, and it is a
state of spontaneity, and gets beyond all
mistake to attempt to declare them. They
need of effort. It is possible to reach that
belong to the inner sanctuary of the soul,
condition by persistent use,when walking
the hidden life of love, the private whiswith God becomes like communion with
perings of God, which are too divine for
a friend, more than easy, a resistless imwords and safely revealed by the blessed
pulse. Such abiding in Christ is liberty
Holy Spirit only. Words are too gross for
and life.
;
such messages, and mortal ears too stupid
As great wants appear, new acts of
to receive them.
faith, new appropriations of Christ, new
. Happy the man who believes in this
steps upward, new blessings come in

he has done, is doing,

all

WORDS.

tell too much.‘ The secret of the Lord is

born again, must obey the first commandment, must first seek the kingdom of
heaven. We may thihk about life until
we have been taught this lesson, but
when it has been utterly learned, then
shall we live.

overlook the physical and moral infirmi‘ties of mankind. Everywhere and in
every person are they to be seen. In
morals they range all the way from harmless foibles to enslaving sins. Of course,
we can not forget the distinction between
an infirmity and a sin, but when we apply that distinction to individuals we get
confused. Each of us personally has
little ability to judge of the infirmity of

é eG

UNSPEAKABLE

viduals.

aging dogma. Their experience never
rises higher than their faith.
But there are souls that ** hunger and
thirst after righteousness.” - ** They shall
be filled,” if they thoroughly believe
Christ is able to keep and enrich them.
The Scriptures testify that it shall be
done unto them according to their faith.
Who dare to discourage them?
Men
should not limit the Lord. It is a great
thing to believe in Christ as our keeper.
the act is specific, and brings a specific
_ | experience. But one may come to it grad-

Some Christians are too reticent, others

terest we do not suspect.

Were we blind to

be

upon it.

Ynoral law. In other words, we must be

character, it would be difficult

debt

paid but the blessing to each donor would
be fifty times greater, since each would
make it fifty times easier for every other.
The debt is apparent. The consequences of not paying it are equally so. Shall
the President be enabled to report its
liquidation at the next Commencement?
Brethren, this is a question for the closet.
Take it there, and Jet the answer be given
only after sober and prayerful reflection

AR

de-

nominational matter that will make the
paper indispensable to every Freewill
Baptist, and an amount and variety of
secular and religious news that will make
it valuable to every one who may read it.

New subscribers are being added to
our list each week. Now is a favorable
opportunity for the friends and agents of
the Star to increase its circulation, and
to put it into many new homes before the
Q
| néw year dawns.

mate expenses be used
tion of the debt.”

for the

This report is signed

by Rov.

liquida-

G. W.

Howe, of Buxton, and Josiah Chase, Esq.,

of Portland. Hon. Geo G.

arrangement of the pastor, Rev. Solomon

Elliott, there was

preaching

Sunday, at

11 o'clock,a lecture at 3 o'clock, by the

writer, and. preaching

at 7.80 o'clock by

Fogg, of Con- Rev. W. A. Lofton.
cord, N. H., the chairman of the commitThe attendance was large all day, Sabtee, was taken seriously ill a few weeks bath. These brethren look forward to the
coming of the Quarterly Meeting with
before the meeting.
In making an appeal to our friends for much more interest than is manifested in
aid, the Trust-es have decided to call the many of our Quarterly Meetings.
floating debt fifty thousand dollars. In
There are somé two hundred members
other words, they authorize me to say belonging to this church, most of whom
that by the raising of fifty thousand dol- answered to their names when the roll
lars, and the paymentof the Bates sub- was called. Some of them, sisters inscription and other subscriptions that are cluded, came five and a half miles Saturconsidered good, the college will have day, went back home after right services,
an income from three hundred thousand and returned Sabbath, on foot. To see

dollars

with which

to do

its present

work.
in view of what the college has done
for our Theological School, the Education Society at its recent meeting in Olneyville, voted to raise one-half the sam to
be provided for—that is, $25,000. Ithank
the Society for this manifestation of sympathy, and I only hope that they will be
able to do what they so much desire to

do.

:

them coming from every direction in bug-

gies, wagons and carts, on horses, mules
and a-foot, reminded one of the meetings

spoken of in the Ilistory of the Freewill
Baptists,

held

Years

ago

by

Benjamin

Randall, and others of our Denomination-

al fathers. The work of buying lots and
building meeting houses is agitating the
minds of these brethren,
and the prospect
of their having churches in the principal
towns of the State

is

very bright, as has

But in any event a great work seems been stated.
to be on my hands; and how to do it I
Now, there is great danger of their purBRIEF NOTES.
{ know not. ' I'only wish I did know.
chasing lots outside of the towns, in places
The abstract of Joseph Cook's Monday lectItis well understood that * appeals” ‘where, in a few years, it will be impossi-

ure is on the last page.
i
‘“ tive according to your means,” says Dr.
John Hall, “ or God will make your means
according to your giving.”

The truly generbus soul would no more keep
account of its forgiving than
keep account of its shining.

the
8

sun

would
¢

‘Water-gruel faith makes. debilitated Christians. It is the sincere milk of the Word on
which the soul thrives and the church becomes
strong and efficient.
|
:
:
It is of no useto talk about patent

nostrums’

for saving the soul. Nothing but the real oldfashioned repentance of sin und faith in the
Lord Jesus Christ will do it.
"I'he Alliance, one of our Chicago contemporaries, is enlarged, and dressed

up,

and

were:

it not for its original brightness we should

’

al-

amount to but little, ; Thousands of them

ble to hold a congregation,

There is also

are.

danger of having such deeds, made as will

voured our substunce. Our buildings are
not ashes. But our losses are none the less

take such steps in this work as will save

are never read ; and other thousands

passed by-withthe words: ¢ It does not not secure the property to the denominamean me;"” and so are forgotten. And yet tion, thus leaving the churches in confuitis my duty to make known to our friends sion, and often to decide by law, as to
our true condition. The flames have not de- who has the. best right to it,

he
real:
- And in this connection,

I'have

no’ doubt that

their -aim

is to

them from all such trouble, and secure
if my friends their future interests, hut they must have
will pardon me, I will say that I have some aid. Money used in purchasing
given {wenty-five years of honest work

to church lots, and to support two or more
active men among these brethren, to see
object simply has been to help New Eng- after affairs, could not be put to better exland Free Baptists to establish a college change,
B. F. Fox.
worthy of their noble history.
Goldsboro, N. C., Nov. 4.

the institution under my care; and my
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The Central

The Christian men

and

and

J. Mariner, of Auburn, returned from Europe
last week. Each of these brethren was tendered a gratifying reception
by. his church, | |
, Rev. G. W. Colby baptized three persons in

t in them a warmer feeling for: the Freewill Baptist faith and principles. His zeal. for.

TE

name, * Woman's Missionary Society,” it
is expected

that

will

all who

for

this channel.

however,

the officers of the societies both in public
and private.
Those who have used the
cards
longest
are
loudest
in their
praise.
But the
plan
contemplates
more than church societies.
A constitu-

~ a...

Th.

AT

a

Ara

prepared

for

Quarterly

Meeting and Yearly Meeting socleties al80. One evening of each session should
be given to the subject of missions and in
this way due prominence will be obtained
for the cause. Thus, it will be seen, a perfect chain of societies is contemplated, the
church or auxiliary : society,
the Quarterly and Yearly Meeting societies and
all connected to the Central Association.

It is expected of course that

the larger

part of the money-raising will be done in
the church societies.
Miss Cilley has prepared a letter of instruction for the use of
the - different societies,
and by its use
any church, Q. M. or Y.M. can in her ab* sence, organize on the proposed plan. The
Secretary of the Central Association will
keep in stock constitutions, blank reports,
letters of instruction, cards, envelopes and

whatever may be neededin the work. These

will be sent free to any church on application and any additional information will be
cheerfully given. All contributions should

I

church organized at Danforth

greatly

from
pre-

such

wish is expressed, otherwise in the ratio
named on the cards. In other words,if any

church in the Central Association
to support

a zenana teacher,

or

wishes
a

child

$a

in India, if they will'send the money to the
Treasurer .of the Association with that request, it will be sp applied.
Or if they

wish money to be applied to
lege or any particular

part

Storer
of

col-

the

home

fleld, they have but to so announce as their
wish. But it is éarnestly desired that all
money raised in the Association for whatever purpose, puss through the Association treasury, that proper credit may be
given in the Annual report,and the churches receive the stimulus that such a report

church

in

gives.

:

.

Miss

Cilley is still at

work

among

the

churches, Oct. 14th she organized a Woman’s Missionary Society at Unadilla Forks,
Oct.
16
one at Columbus
Quarter.
A good society, of many years’ sta nding,is
also at work at Sherburn.
The church at
Oxford has been visited.
On Sunday, Oct.
19th, Miss Cilley visited Smyrna church and
formed a society, The people are much in-

terested in the work—cards introdued
and
$57.20 pledged. The Otselic church was
visited and a society is to be organized

soon. On Sunday,

Oct. 26th,socleties were

formed at Willet

and

German.

the churches are much interestedin
sions.

mis-

The former pledge $26.52, the

ter, $14.56.

We need a good man

lat-

of our

own denomination at German.

,

Friday, Oct. 81, Miss Cilley visited

Fa-

,bius, The church is
without a pastor.
The
audience
was
small, owing
in
part, te a misunderstanding in regard to
the time.* Those present were so much interested that they petition Sister Cilley to

nter-

vigor-

in Phoenix.

The

church has been using the cards for two
or three years.
A soclety was easily

formed. And so thé work is golog on in a
manner that must certainly cheer the
Beast of every lover of our Saviour Jesus
rist.
:

church at
house and
story.

as & soclal beverage,
but & good

of

Lewiston,

W

Yearly

The

one of the oldest Q, Ms. in Ohio,

Scioto

and

formed

Illinois.

A glorious work of grace is

now

going

the Ashtabula Q. M. (Ohio), who
dent” attended the Q. M. held

He has

Q.
of

by * aceciwith said

now

contineleven

more to follow. Eight were baptized Nov. 2,
and more were to go forward in the ordinance
last Sabbath.
The meetingis progressing with

great success, many

bard

fumilies having already

cases

been

of heads

converted,

of
and

many others are trembling midst: the earnest
appeals and forcible developments of gospel
truth,

3

of
of |

delegation being present. The churches were
generally represented by letter and delegates.
A desire for more power with God, and steadfastnegsin his cause,was reported by the churchent,

prayed for by ministers and laymen pres-

The

business meetings were harmonious.

Wm,

Stevenson

to Unity

Q.

M.,

Bro.

G.

Smallto Prospect Q. M, The following
assignments for protracted effort were made to
the various churches,
wit: Branch Mills,
Rev. F. Cooper and
. J. C. Knowlton;
Camden, Rev. Wm, H. Littlefield and Bro.

Robbins; Carver’s Harbor, Revs. E. G.

East-

man, Littlefield ; Chelsea, Rev. W. Stevenson
and J. Waterhouse; So. China, Revs. C. Bai-

ley and ¥. Howard;

Islesboro’, Cooper

and

Knowlton; Lincolnville, Coopér and: Knowlton; So. Montville, Eastman and B. Clough;

2d Montville, Revs. E.

G.

Eastman

and

A.

OAKLAND (Mich.) Q. M.—Held

its last ses-

sion at Green Oak, Oct. 10—12.
The churches
were fully represented both by letter and delegate. The various churches were enjoying
prosperity and harmony; all reported regular

James T. Fields.
James
Palmer,

Ray

Edwin

Wao

Charles Sumner,
Nathaniel Hawthorne,
Edward Everett,

Parton.
D:D.

P, Whipple.

kop:

Palmer,

Rev.

D, D,

Theodore L. Quyler, D. D.,
Rev. A. C.
hompson, D. D.,

Theron Brown.

Practical Articles.

COMES EVERY WEEK || QuetDocr dork
tor Ope.
.
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8
Rev.
How to
Make Cheap Tours to Europe,
»
History of Great Enterprises,
teading in the
West,
Ex-Gov.
8tock-Raising in the West,
Mechanics for Boys,
-

Miss A. B. Harris.

Edward E, Hale.
Edward M. King.
James Parton.
Elder, of Kaneas,
Frank
eson.
Charles Barnard.

Every-Day Facts in Common
Hon. Charles Theodore

Law, by

Russell.—Showing how to Con-

vey Land—Serve a Writ—Make a Will—About
the Prosecution of Crimes—etc,

Poems.
John G,
Mr. and
Paul H.
Julia C,

Edgar Fawcett,
Lucy Lareom
J.T. Trowbridge,
Nora Perry,

Hen!
Ww. Longfellow,
Edna 1Dean Speteno
James T. Fields,
Sidney Lanier.

Editorial

Whittier,
Mis. Piatt,
Hayne,
R.
Dorr.

Department.

Com, of Arrangements,

The next session of the MINISTERS AND LAYMEN’S
INSTITUTE, of the Rochester Q. M., is appointed at
Fairport, N.Y. Dec.11-12,
Programme,
Opening sermon, Rer.John B. Randall; Sketch of
Sermon, J. M. Crandall; Humanity of Christ, C. B,
Hart; Divinity of Christ, C. A. Hilton; Necessityof

Holiness, . Isaac Hyatt; David

SPECIAL
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Clerk.
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| 'SON and his Times,” by OLIVER JOHNSON, with
HITTIER. The people
introduction by JOHN G.
are watching and waiting for this book. Now is a
splendid opportunity fo r wide awake canvassers.
L & CO, Publishers, 57
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Marks, J. Kettle; Du-

ties of pastor to his people, J. D. Clague; Truth outraged by silence, Dea,
N. F.8trickland; Study
ofthe
Bible, Robert Nesbit; Romanism, Rev. H.
Whicher:
Preparation for the Ministry of the present day, Rev.
Stacy.
:
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and Miss Abbie A. Brown, of East Bethany, N.Y,

Oct 29, by’ Rev.
B.C. Cook,
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Clara A. Clark, both
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Bells of Pure Copper and Tin for Churches,
Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, ete, FULLY
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Catalogue sent Free,
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& TIFT, Cincinnati, O.

DIPHTHERIA!

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
will positively prevent this terrible disease, and will positively
many
save
cure nine cases inten. Information that will

Don’t delay a moment.
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Ladies, introducing our NEW BOOK.
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Smith, of Alexsnder,N. Y,~By same, at West Bethany,
Oct.23, Mv. George Brown;of East Trumbul, Ohio,

5,by Rev.
Rose, nlece
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$10 a week extra while teaching.
$756 a month for full time. PleasNo capital.
No expense.
-ant business at home.
OUTFIT FREE,
Address P. W. ZEIGLER
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Married

In North Berwick, Me,
Mr Charles F.Goodwin
of
No. B.
In Ogden, N.Y.. Nov.
Fincher and Miss Cora
clergyman,
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by his friend, W. M.
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Hereafter I shall report veceipts for Woman's Mission Soclety in Star only at close of each month.
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Clerk.
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-

Rev.

tv,” by Rev. D. Boyd. Also, sketch of sermon, hy each
member.
DAVID BOYD, Sec’y.
Atthe last session of the CHEMUNG Q. MM, & committee was appoinied to arrange for a three days’ meet.
jug with each church in the Q. M, The following
brethren are appointed to meet with the churches,
‘when they are called: Bath church, Rev. 0.8. Brown
and F, Wildman; Big Flas, Rev. —— Robbins and A.
P. Houghtaling; Corning,-A, P. Houghtaling and H. N.
Plumb; Elmira, O.S. Brown and 8. Veeley; Odessa, F.
Wildman and H. N. Plumb; Pine Valley,
H. N. Plumb
and A. P. Houglita ling; Veteran, J. N.
Brown and H.
N. Plumb; Erin, Robins, Bros. 8. Mix, N. Vary acd J.
Crandall,
.
REV. O. 8. BROWN,
A.P. HOUGHTALING.
8. MIx,

Clark; Center Montville, Revs. Cleveland and |
J. E. Mills; Palermo, Revs. Shattuck and
In Rowley, Mass., Qot.9, by R. M. Graham, I, 13,, at
Livermore; Rockland, Revs. Wm. H, Little
al
v
Me.
field and
Knowlton; Washington, Revs. J.
La Carmel, Me,, Nov. 2, by Rev. 'W.
W. Andrews, Mr,
Small, and S. Patterson; No. Whitefield & Jef- Jom
E, Anderson and Miss Abbie’ F. Parsons, both of
ferson, Revs. A. Clark and D. Buxton; Vassalboro’, Revs. Stevenson and C. Bailey.
In West Stephentown, N. Y., Nov.1, by Rev. I. B.
Next session with the Camden church at Coleman, Mr. Frank Wagoner, ot Berlin, and Miss DoRockville, Dec, 19, at 2 o’clock, P. M., and
He n Westipeth
West|Bethany,
N.Y.,N.Y, by by Rev. Rev, E. E. Crowell,
Crowell, Se t. 4, Mr
continue over the Sabbath,
eorge Drenkle, of Oneida, Iii, and Miss Vieginia E.

J. CoLBY KNOWLTON,

Mrs. Jo

Daniel Webster, > by

bh
h
Pt

@

hest promoted.”by Rev, A.W. Reed: “Church Poli-

Sermons by Revs. R. L. Howard, of Bangor, Ashford—Mrs I. Fox for Miss Crawford’s
work
:
+
G. W. Colby, Cor. Mess. from Hdgucoiib Q.
Michigan.
M., Wm. H. Littlefield, A. Clark,
F. Cooper,
~
FM
for
Burch
E. ©. Shattuck, all in the demonstration of | Wikom-—Mrs Electa
the Spirit and with power. The social servic- YM~HM $1240 I M11 $18—.18 expense
es were interspersed, in which the Lord was
pleased to visit us by his presence and
power.
A resolution was adopted, denouncing the use
of tobacco by professed Christians, and especiall
By She clergy. Chose Rev. E. C. Shattuck,
Cor. Mess, to Edgecomb Q.M., Rev.

Charles Barnard li ie

Short Religious Articles, by

Lewiston—A

MONTVILLE (Me.)
Q. M.—Held its last sesgion with the Rockland church, a very good

es and

i

"
"
iy

Rev. Ray

F.B.

Quarterly Meetings.

On Hygiene for Scholars.
=
On Ventilation.

Brilliant Sketches, on

# ROCHESTER Q.M. with the Rochester church, commencing Friday, P. M., atl o'clock. Dec. 12, Minis1ers’ Conference 10, A.M.
1.B, COLMAN: Clerk.
EXETER 3 M. MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION will
meet with the church at East Coriath, Dec. 11, at
7 o'clock, P. M. Assignments: Thursday evening, a
sermon by Rev. J.J. Banks, alternate, Rev, W.G.
Wade.
Friday, A. M., Dec, 12, Essays, * Revivals, how

accessions to the church; and still there are

ardent

Rev, JM. Lowden, late of Halifax, N. 8.

on

with the Bethany church, in the Lebanon
M., through the labors of Rev. L. C. Chase

in

that church readily embraced the reform, and
were received into other churches.”
;

is

-

M. Ki

Money Letters Received.
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-

Eminent Orators, b,
The Home Life of Statesmen, b:
Recollections of Eminent Men,
College Days of T. B. Macaulay,

Sold by all Druggists.

pr

a

-

aise Chandler Moulton,

Lo

MONROE Q, M. with thechnrebh in Shelby, the 1st
Fridayin Dee,
«+ AJZ.MITCHELL, Clerk.
OTSEGO Q. M. with West Davenport church, Dee. 5.

The

On Prevention of Consumption.
n Near-Sightedness.
-

-

Foreign Letters, by

Ex

Quarterly Meeting Notices.

;

Ohio.
present month

‘church late in October.

-

Hotices and Jppointments,

Charge

York.

George E, Waring, Jr.,

pry

the Paris

Me.;

a branch of the Ohio River Yearly Meeting.

early labors
churches in

minority

th

-

.

award

plasters

at

or

Price 25 Cents,

The speaker was eloquent

Ms. in the State of Kentucky,

©in the Farm.

a majority

1876,

a

Meeting is to be formed in the southern part
of Ohio, It will include the Scioto and Pine
Creek Quarterly Meetings, and one or two Q.

the good work, and this was done before I
left Farmington so far that our churches accepted the pledge of total abstinence, But in
accomplishing this,we bad the painful necessi-

one church,

aponision,

and

-

. ¥. Lincoln,

Their great merit lies in the fact that they a
only plasters which relieve pain at once.

Varysburg
are
repairing
their
now worship
in the basement

.
During the

an octogeus as folan article
in which
two small
1st, under

whose members would not give up the

Druggists

Bowditch,
I.
W, Williams,

Dr, Henry
r, H.

WA

by

Papers,

Valuable

Edward

Western.

the heading, ¢ How everybody Drank, I am
made to say, ¢ this was when I was in Farinington’
It should be ‘this was while I
was in Wilton.” 2nd, under the heading ‘ Cider Drunkards’ occurs this sentence, ‘ We

ty of excluding

by Physicians,

———— Rh
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I given for porous
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Maine.

Farmington.”
ington Q. M.

to a very large audience

After

plasters:

The manufacturers received a

he only

chair-

vival work in Holland PurchaseY. M.

Eastern.

map of zeal and discretion at Fabius. It is
a good field for aman willingto work. The

an organization ‘will be effected there
soon. Sunday evening Miss Cilley spoke

D. D.,

New

- Blinisters and Churches.

had a fifteen years’ struggle for temperance

mmended

was

at the

The revival work is making progress at
‘West Bethany.
Seven or more seekers and
some reclaimed.
It is expected that Bro.
Myers, of Hillsdale, Mich., will engage in re-

A

:

clerk.

other

Charlotte Mary Yonge, "J.T. Trowbridge,

fiouien M, Alco. Davis,

ILLUSTRATED =

—————————————

A

Ma
M. Peard,
ances

Ds
J. D. Chaplin,
ouisa M, Alcott,

-

Plaster.

of their

Overwhelming evidence
ver all

nobly and is in excellent condition for work.

.
Will not the brethren in the States pray for
us and send us earnest, zealous and effectual
workers to revive and advance the cause at
stake?
our next session will be held with the Middlemiss chureh, 16 miles west from St. Thomas on the G. W. R. Air line,on the Friday preceding the 2nd Sabbath in Dec., and to which
we cordially invite our brethren from the
States who feeldisposed to come.
A. C. WEBBER, Sec.

Tt was an earnest part of our
for temperance to engage all our

Ward,
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his pastoral labors, Nov. 2, with health much
improved.
The church, notwithstanding tha
long absence of the pagtor, has held on its way

has

factors in the advancement of Messiah's

Rev. John Chaney, who although
narian loves to be accurate, writes
lows: * In the Star of Oct: 15, is
taken from the Lewiston Journal,
my name has a place, and there are
mistakes in said communication.

has
and
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For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss

Bro. Wood’s lecture to any of our churches in
x
want of a good article,
Rev. A. L. Houghton, the beloved pastor of
the Lawrence church, after an enforced "and
prolonged rest of about eight months,resumed

taken,

‘return and speak again. We need a young
church at Gilbert's Mills was visited Sunday morning, Nov. 2d. It is expected that

of

lately passed through a severe domestic afiliction.
The brethren took this tangible method
of showing their sympathy for him. Good attendance
and a fair interest was shown at all

It should

who,

there

Special Stories.

:
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members of the family.
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Give it a trial. 4damson’s Botanic

discretion or excess.
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study and the fireside, for the

IN SIZE
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PRESCRIPTION FREE
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shoes with

that the Volume

pository of the choicest literature; a library of tales, travels,
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will do it.
Balsam

State

in his remarks upon the formation of character and the power of habit.
We recommend

and by unanimous vote of the conference wus
presented to G. F. Griffin,now studying for the

Both of
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indicate

cannot fail to reach this standard,
The variety and worth of its contents will make it a re-

od

and croup?

Massachusetts.

Force of Habit.”

among this tribe of Indians in Middlesex Co.

}

‘lowing Announcements

procured that willjecure coughs, colds, sore lungs

The opening lecture in the ¥. B, course, at
Amesbury, was by the Rev. H. F. Wood, of
Concord, N. H.
His’
subject was
¢ The

and preached once during the
We have quite a strong {interest

and

5

dedi- |

ee
JAMES ROWE, Clerk:
every hand betokens a pleasant pastorate for | ol
VALLEY (Iowa),Q. M.
postponed one week
our worthy brother, and a periodof yet great- to CEDAR
Dec. 12-14, at Tripoli.
ned
Clerk.
er usefulness for thid faithful church.—J. T.
MoDoNovaeH'Q. “M. with the Plymouth church,
Dec. 5-7. Rev,d.M. Allen wn preach the opening
WARD, Clerk.
sermon.
. A, PHILLIPS,
Clerk.

of the Oneida (Indian) church, which was
united to the Association at the June session,

ests of Ontario may become strong

¥ ENTERING upon its Fifty-third Year, the Yours's
!
CompANION fully recognizes the fact that the times de| mand the highest standard of popular literature, The fol-

Why throw away 50 much money trying worthless medicines, when for35 cents a remedy can be | “]

by Rev. A. Given,
The exercises throughout were interesting
and profitable; and the spirit manifested on

Rev. John

and struggling

was

old boots and

ain,

;

the disorganized and

who

house of

The whole meeting was characterized by |

by Rev: A. L. Gerrish; Address to the: church

Hilt, an Indian of the Oneida tribe, and pastor

-&ingdom:

powers in the

of fellowship by Rev. J. M. Brewster;

struggling interests of the F. Bs. of Ontario.
The present session, like others that have preceded it, shows upon its record book minutes
of transactions,
and. forms of. resolutions,
which, if carried out as they should be, would
prove a benefit to the cause, but who will see
to their fulfillment? There seems to be no re-

aud

et

about twenty-five years

Lyon’s Patent Heel Stiffeners,

are

A card receiv-

members

of well-wishers

Rev. J. A. Howe,

been,we fear, all things considered, hitherto of

was

|

——

Ordaining prayer by Rev. B. D. Peck; Hand

cessful had he lived to mature his plans, it has

'On Sabbath a colleétion’ of $30

The |

'h hunbuild-

Aft ihe sop.
a
deficiency
o!

same Charen building

Straighten your

unanimously to proceed with the Ordination
and Installation exercises in the evening. The
parts were performed as follows: Sermon by

the denomination.
While this departure un=
der his able management might have been suc-

agent

in the |

very satisfactory examination, it was voted

which was to secure better attendance and
more ministerial aid at the various sessions of

ous

of nineteen

man, and Rev. J.

what was designated the Ontario Association
of Free Baptists, the ostensible
object ef

God is, that these weak

indications

organized by choosing Rey. L. Dexter,

year, by the late and much lamented Elder ‘F.
W. Straight, to revive our flagging interests
by uniting all the Q. Ms. of the Province into

Rev. 0. J. Moon is the appointed
their Free Baptist population.

neat

fd ow 4

pi:

in lividusl ‘hearts, and ‘an- outpouring’ of the

liams church, in Providence. The council
called by the church convened at 2, P. M., and

thé inspiration of that

these interests of the Association.

ears,

Il

a general desire for a deeper work of grace in

Theological School in ’79, was ordained Oct.
31st, and installed as pastor of the Roger Wil-

spirit that is so indicative of success.
It will
be remembered by the readers of the Star,
that an attempt was made in December of lust

the meetings,and the

the

Mr. A. T. Salley,of Madison, Me., who

the brethren representing the various. chureh-

College,

ago.

of Bro.

graduated at Bates College in ’75, and

consequence of the existence of this feeling,

at Hillsdale

and

Rev. B. A. Sherwood, of Milton
closed his labors with our church
has accepted a call to Sutton, Vt.
Rhode Island.

ful observation, a feeling of despondency regarding the present interests and future out-

ministry

givesthema very

cated by Bro. Dunn

tined soon to become one of the leading villages in eastern Maine.
We already have a

Baptists

and

not

2 five
five
church

discourse from Mats, na.
mon,
was raised
toward

New Hampshire.

of Ontario,

does

repairs on their

in August is

and some live business men, Danforth is

Provinee, and the meeting was consequently
one of at least average interest. There is,
however, we are forced to believe from care-

was present
late session.

dollars in

ing. This

Houlton

the coming

by one of the best water

be sent to the Treasurer of the Central
Association.
sponsible head to the organization, but every
A
misapprehension seem
to prevail
in some parts of the Association in re- one, ministers and laity, is at liberty to do as
his choice dictates, and the consequent lack
gard to the appropriation of its funds.
of concertive and systematic action relative to
‘The following statement will be underchurch government is telling sadly upon the
stood:
The Central Association is now
interests of the denomination.
supporting two missionaries in India.
It
There are: at present only three ministers
seems desirable, during the present year, laboring in the Association. One of these has
to do considerable Home Mission work.
the pastorate of four churches, another two
Indeed, this must be done or some im- pand the other one—the rest are without pasportant interests will be lost to us.
It is tors. At the late session, the Association made
hoped to be also possible to assist the Ed- the acquisition of a new church, viz., the first
Baptist church of Middlemiss, lately organized
ucation Soclety more than in the past. With
this in view the Trustees recommend that by the Rev. O. J. Moon, and with which the
the churches contribute to each interest in next session of the Association will be held in
December next.
the ratio named on the canis, viz. 2-5 to
An important feature of our October session
Home and Foreign Missions each,and one- was the appointment of a Standing committee,
fifth to the Education Society.
It is ex- consisting of one member from each church in
pected,also, that the churches will confine the Association whose duties are to investigate
and report upon the spiritual and temporal
themselves largely to these three interests.
At the same time they do not assume to needs of each church represented, at each session of the Association.
dd
dictate to the churches.
Committees on Finance, Temperance and
All the funds willbe appropriated accord. Sabbath-schools were also appointed to further

ing to the wishesof the donor, when

dred

ed from Bro, Carr a few days since. tells of
some conversions already, though he, has been
there but two Sabbaths. By its location on
the European & N. American R. R., aided

attendance of a fair delegation from nearly all
of the churches of the denomination in the

little effect in restoring

by

| es in this section of the State.

scores

Baptists

he

thatit will soonbe one of the strongest church-

held its October session with the South Zorra
church (Oxford Co.), the 10, 11, and 12 insts.
Good weather and excellent roads favored the

es failed to act under

encouraged

Carr
as their pastor,

Ontario Association.

look of the Free

interests

Green Oak church have expen

may also soon become members.

of Free

renewe

Mf

Business Hofrces,

S-O--b

Association

le, to

for}

Jan
Salem church,Clerk.
1% pon the. tha E.seb0. DICKINSON,
erection at that place of one of the Shaw | Si
*
11,
Brothers’ large tanneries. Rev. J. W. Carr,
who has just located at Danforth, more than
twenty-five miles distant from Forest City, will
be with them on Sunday, Nov. 9, and baptize
\
al
and receive others into .the . church, The
Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

sented at its seventh anniversary at Olneyville, R. I., shows the progress that is
being made.
It is hinted that when there
are 5,000 subscribers to the Helper it will
be issyed monthly. Only two thousand

Ontario

Christian

ar

r'tho Master,
THe 18 ‘quite oie

our denominational

up mostly within the last ten years by the

and for the children, editorials, etc., far
nish a wholesome variety, while the an-

The

nn has

least abate with his Jedining

Forest City, a thriving village at the outlet ‘of
Grand Lake, in Eaton Plantation, on the, east
ern boundary of Maine, which hag been built

The November number of the Missionary Helper has much to interest its readers,
Correspondence, contributed articles, re-

the princi-

where

up

Q. M., a church was organized on Oct." 28, at $200, A

The Missionary Helper.

nual report of the Society which was

Edgecomb

J. 'V. Tabor, acting as council for the

"oe

ports from the workers, fragments

district in

and love

greatiy'to the Saale

|

has labored as pastor the past two years.
- worshi
ro, Dunn rededicated the church
By Revs. F. H. Peckham, J. W. Carr and on Sabbath of &rhe Q.M. Hegave a powerful

been so abundant in the last two or three
issues of the Star as we would like for

Signatures to these should be solicited by

been

J. H. DURKEE, Cor. Sec.

the Harrington

Items of denominational news have not

pal reliance willbe placed upon the ‘‘cards.”

has

will

To Our Denominational News Reporters,”

A uniform constitution has been prepared
and it is hoped that every society will
avail themselves of the use of one. Through
these societies,the subject of missions is to
be kept before the minds of the peoble.
The constitution provides for the holding
of four public meetings during the year,
participated in by both men and women,
- the programme to consist of essays,speeches, select reading, &ec., &c.

tion

employment to ministers

i

bear the

contribute

missions will do so through

In raising funds,

offer

ing to sacrifice for the cause of Christ,

to-

TI

a

can

gether in the cause of missions,
each
esteeming other better than themselves.”
While, then, these societies

Rev. W. H. Bowen, of Lewiston, and Rev.

many new and inviting felds occupied, We

be-

work

Hillsdale |

vacant pulpits all filled and many rew

women of the
to

favored with

stirring

hope to

the brethren that we are looking to them
to keep us and our readers informed.

Central Association propose

We were

Rev. Dr. Dunn

our

We

exclu-

Society
3

of

see

secrated churches.

ing the case,thereappears to be no necessiMission

the presence

of the Bates Theological school.

them to be.
There is evidently more
transpiring in the churches than our columns show, and this is to kindly remind

Such

preaching services.

the

Who
ad ed
first Sabbath in Noyember. Heis a graduate Foolidge:
| the meeting.
Bro.

We have many faithful ministers and con-

are eligible to any office in the Central Association, and even in'some cases the con‘stitution makes it imperative that a part
of the offices be filled by them,

a call to ‘the pastorate’ of

Portland church, and began his duties the

the congregations.
And while it places
the responsibility largely upon the women,
they are not by any means to be the sole
contributors. Itis well known that women

ty for a Woman's
sively as such.

has accepted

courage,

H

The attention of our churches is again
invited to the plan proposed at Norwich
for raising mission funds.
It is hoped
that Mission Socleties will be formed in
all our churches. This plan contemplates
the raising of all the mission funds from

Association has abundant

cause to thank, God and take

Ul

. Qentral Assoviaition Notes,

for Fall and

Work. Send stamp for circulars.
805 Broadway, New York,
,

E. B.
13136

v
Bnet reliable and specific for’ al diseases of tho

Liver and Biliary
organs.
unsurpassed ; safe
n
their work, with
pain or uneasiness

or interfering with
diet. . They are of,
tance to every

subject

to
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Head

For family use they are
:
and
sure
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out causing
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in the

bowels,
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ness, Piles, Rheumatic and Neu
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A KINDLY DEED.
A kindly deed

Is a little seed
» That groweth all unseen;
And lo! when none
Do look thereon,
Anew it springeth green.
The little dole
Of a humble soul,

In all fincereness given,
Is like the wings

Of the lark as it springs
Binging clear to the gates of heaven.

—Sunday Magazine.
0-0-0

=

GOD'S SAINTS.
God’s saints are shining lights;
Who stays
Here long must pass
O’er dark hills, swift streams,
And steep ways
As smooth as glass;
But these, all night,
Like candle, shed
Their beams, and light
Us unto bed.

of him; he is a dear child, an only

child,

and his father often and long away

from

‘home on business, has left his education
and care to me entirely, Ihave the impression that the strongest of all influ-

They are indeed our pillar fires,
Seen as we go;
They are that city’s shining spires

ences is love, and that none is

5

but in tones

A sword-like gleam
Kept man from sin.
First out; this beam
Will guide him in.
0-0-4
+404

‘ BABY LOOKING OUT FOR ME.”
looking

out

at

me;
Two rosy-red cheeks dented with a dimple;
Mother-bird is coming; baby do you see?

of affection;

I

last

Will you tell me frankly

I hope you will excuse me from expressing an opinion which it would not be
pleasant for you to hear.”

Keep my darling free from ill.
‘Worldly gear and worldly honors

But I want to hear it; the

Ask I not for her from thee;
But from want, and sin, and sorrow,
Keep her ever pure and free.”

good

of

my child is the dearest object in this
world ; I have nething else to live for;

Two little waxen hands,

but it seems to me thatthe more I love

~ Folded soft and silently;

him, the less he cares for me or my wishes, the more unruly and troublesome he
becomes.
Your. decided dealing with
him has frightened me in regard to m
course of training.”
>
¢¢ Rather you should say your * want of

Two little curtained eyes,
Looking out no more for me;
Two little snowy cheeks,
Dimple-dented never more;
Two little trodden shoes,
That will never touch the floor;
Shoulder ribbon softly twisted,
Apron folded, clean and white;
These are left me—and these only—
Of the childish presence bright.

training him.’

pray-

:

“Thus he folds the pet lamb safe from earthly
straying;
Lh
But I miss her sadly by the window-pane,
Till T look above it; then, with purer vision,
Sad, I weep no longer the lilac-bush to pass,

For I see her angel, pure and white,

and sin-

less,

the

sea

of

glass.

Two little snowy wings
Softly flutter to and fro,

¢ Train up

a child,’ &c.

bim

You are

letting

grow

he will be hung—"
= |
* Hung! hung! what do you mean?”

earthly

stain,

You do not read correct-

ly the words of the wise man,

up without training, and my fear is that

ing,
Thus he keeps my darling free from

¢ Only this, shat you are allowing him
now to be a lawless, selfish,domineering,
disagreeable boy ; he has his own way
always; he tramples on your wishes now,
and will tread on your heart soon and
love to do it; such boys are bad at home
and worse outof doors, growing up ungoverned, he will defy authority, be hated by his companions, get into trouble,
become turbulent, riotous, perhaps an
outlaw, and will come to some

bad

end,

I fear the rope’s end. This plain talk offends you, I perceive.”
« No; it does not; I am thinkin

Two tiny childish hands
Beckon still to me below;
Two tender angel eyes

‘Watch me ever earnestly
Through the loop-holes of the stars;
Baby’s looking out for me.

—Selected.

Iam not offended.

I asked

your

car

corporal
:

Tt is sometimes 4 duty.” Yon may re-

He was going from Bostonto’ 0ld-Orchard with his mether. I was sorry te

be in thie asinie'car
with them. ~ His moth-

er seemed to exist.only to be worried -by

this uneasy, ‘distressing boy. He had
~ only one fault=<he was perfectly insuffer{

If 1 say he was * an unlicked

without actually whipping them,

and"

if

you can,by all means do so.” But the
first duty of a child
is to obey its parents.
Your boy never obeyed you since he was
born !”
¢“ True, very true; he has

his own way.”
‘Yes, and is therefore

RCs
always

had

:
never happy;

cub” I he would cry for the moon, and fret - because he can not have it. He is no comEnglish word that means either to lap or fort to you, and is a torment to all about
to strike. ‘Shakespeare uses unlicked as him, If you would ‘make him happy,
applied#0 the cub of a bear; there was a you will make him mind, and especially
notion that the whelp was at first a form- to obey his mother. I do not believe
less thing that had to be *‘ licked into that you will succeed.”
shape” by the mother’s tongue. So it
‘“ Pray, why not, sir?”

Lick is an old

eame to pass that the vulgar expression,
« an unlicked cub,” was fittingly applied
to a boy whose mother never gave him

the culture esgential to make

him :pre-

sentable, or even tolerable, in the society
of well-behaved people. The two mean-

ings of the word are not very diverse,
This bey had never been licked into
shape. He needed licking. 'I use the
word in its two senses. And the use, if

not elegant,is intelligible and expressive,
perhaps graphic also. The mother besought him to be still for a moment, but

the moment of stillness never came. He

‘¢ Because, madam, you

that
only
erty,
your

have

‘views

sistently, steadily, and faithfully pursue
a new line of life with that boy.”

!

« But I will try.”
‘¢ God help you, madam,

and

you

will

need his help, for you have a long struggle before you. But the prize is worth
it, and I wish you success

heart. Your

child

times more if you

with

all

will love
teach

him

my

you ten
to respect

Into

the room rushed the dreadful boy pursued

times.’ ”
The madam had

on her face, and

a smile

said, “1

much of Solomon.”

~~}

;
of contempt

don’t

ool

think

(0

' 1. 4Probably not,” 1 replied; * did “you
ever read the Apocrypha? those oriental
writings are not inspired, so you need not

:

A box of counters and a red-veined stone,
A piece of glass abraded by the beach,
And six or seven shells,
A bottle with bluebells,
;
And two French copper coins ranged there with
careful art,
To comfort his sad heart.

So, when that night I prayed
To God, I wept and said:
Ah, when at last we lie with traced breath,
Not vexing thee in death,

And
We
How
Thy

Then, fatherly not less

80

‘“‘ pop

chestnuts,”

‘launch

walnut

shells” holding tapers, and try the *‘threesaucer” test of the future.
In some of our cities, the boys on

Hal-

loween collect old tea kettles, boots, large
stones, etc., and deposit them in clean

running away.
Thus the 31st of October—set apart

4

and
by

a pope as a religious festival—became in
superstitious times ** The Witches’ N ight,”

crossed the ocean as a season for frolics,
and ends with a street boy's joke.— Olive
Thorn in St. Nicholas for October.

X

Than 1 whom thou hast molded from the clay,

Thou’lt 1éave thy wrath and say,
I will be sorry for their childishness.’”

** Thank you,” I said, as she paused,—
her eyes filled with tears,—* thank you;

no child should be * struck in anger and
dismissed with hard words." Punishment

VALUE

OF LITTLE

THINGS.

‘When Mons. Lafitte came

to

Paris,

in

York Observer.

~~

:

+It is impossible for me to give you. a

position, al least for the present,” Mons.

Perregaux said to him, * my office is full.

WITOHES' NIGHT.
From the earliest times men have been
trying to lookahead. The ancient Egyp-

Later on, if I have need of any one, I may

h

——

who had no particular day

assigned

to

them. The Romans brought this festival
to England, there it became All Hallows,

my office; you can come and fill it to-

morrow.”
;
The banker was not deceived; the
young man: who could stoop to pick up a

pin, possessed all the qualities necessary
for the position, and even

more.

From

junior clerk he soon became cashier, then

and the evening before it, Hallowevea or a member of the firm, and then chief

Halloween, and that was the night sacred

to charms gnd games. In the seventeenth

partner in the first banking house of
Paris. ‘Afterwards he became'a member

Hebrew religion continued
of

counteracting

error

in the

to have the power

and

promoting good.

What has interested us most in Mr. Jacobs's
article is the view it contains of the work of
those Jewish thinkers of the middle ages, who,

theaters and halls, are practicable; but the com-

pany for the cafe bas not yet appeared.

Our 8ir George, with sly sarcasm, remarks
that the reading-rooms and other public apartments are not very comfortable, but the bar
ber’s shop attached toevery Amerjcan hotel, is

luxurious.

He

agrees with Mr. Trollope in

as against various forms of error, maintained
the ancient Hebrew monotheism,
The coneeption of God, presented in the Hebrew Script.

denouncingas *‘the most horrid pluce in the
world, the ladies’ room, which is - always the
stiffest, barest, and most uncomfortably gor

invisible, spiritual Being, the I Am that IT Am
of all time and all space, These ideas are of

of any kind—a place into which a stranger can
hardly dare to enter, unless he be a man of iron
nerves; and if he does not enter, can not make
himself comfortable in any way.” What honest
American ¢an lay his hand on his heart and de-

ures, embraces the idea—first, of a Creator;
secondly, of a righteous Ruler; thirdly, of an

imperishable value, and, during the middle
ages, when Christianity had, to a great extent,
degenerated ‘into superstition, Jewish thinkers
performed serviceof great importance to the
mind,

by

expounding

aud

enforcing

them. Mr. Jacobs rightly decides that the Biblical doctrine of creation is explicitly ‘that of
creation out of mnothing-—crextion dependent
wholly upon God. ‘This truth strikes down
three comprehensive and potent errors—first,
the error of pantlieism, which

represents

God

the same as nature, the mere sym total of nature’s forces; secoud, the error of what we may

call Paleyism, though Paley did not fully hold
it, which describes him as the architect of the
universe, who found matter made to his band,
and merely gave it form and arrangement;
thirdly, the error of materialism, which admits
of no spiritual existence whatever, and

creation in every sense.

We

denies

entirely agree

progressive development followed

in the

case

of that fundamental position of ancient Hebraism, that Jehovah was a Godof righteous.

geous place that it is possible to conceive—not
a book, or a newspaper, or a domestic comfort

ny it?

What

can

be

less home-like, or

more

freezing and forbidding, than this kind of *Jadies’ parlor,” or drawing-room? It is as domestic

and comfortable as an upholsterer’s wareroom,

and no more so, Sir George very oaturally
asks why, with all our experience of Conti-

nental traveling, we don’t condescend to introduce into our public palaces some of
‘“the nice, comfortable 'drawing-rooms
Swiss aud other hotels.”
And why do
not?

Im great

part,

in
we

because Americans

gen-

erally have not the English desire of snug
comfort. . As a nation, we are much more
gregarious. than our elder brother Bull, An
American is squeezed in an omnibus or street
car, or ‘‘doubled up” at a crowded inn, with
very much more equanimity than his brother
Ball. As Sir George says, this country seems

such as diving for apples floating in a tab
of water,and, of course, getting very wet;
or trying to snatchin the teeth an apple

on one end of a stick, which had a lighted
candle at the other end, and, being hung

was also a hand generous almost to prod-

Jigality in every good eause;

a hand

al

ways open, always ready, to liberally succor the honorably unfortunate. Never
were riches better

bestowed,

and

never

did man make a more noble use of them.

by’a string, could be spun’around very
fast, so that the players often seized the
candle instead of the fruit; or a playful

—PFrom the French of I. H. Barran.

fortune-telling by naming

carpenter of Bayonne, became a celebrat-

nuts,

roasting

[Jacques Lafitte (1767-1844), son of a

ed financier, and contributed a great deal
to the revolution of 1830 which
Louis Phillippe on the throne.]

placed

One nut test was tried by grinding and
mixing together a walnut, hazel nut, and
nutmeg, into pills, with butter and sugar
and swallowing them on going to bed.
Wonderful dreams would follow (which
was not surprising).

+ In superstitious Scotland the night was

given entirely to serious

and

sometimes

frightful attempts to peer into the future

by means of charms. ' One way of trying

fortunes was to throw a ball of blue yarn
out of a window, and wind it into

a ball

A DIFFIOULT TASK MADE EASY.

Nothing is more easy to nm experienced
nurse or more difficult to an inexperienced one than to change the bed linen with

a person in bed.

Everything that will be

required must be at hand, properly aired,

before beginning. - Move the patient as
far as possible to one side of the bed, and

remove all but one pillow. Untuck the
push
lower sheet and cross sheet and
Have
them foward the middle of the bed.
a sheet ready folded ‘or rolled the long
way, and lay it on the mattress, unfoldin & |

it enough

to tack it fa at, the ‘side.

Have

cross sheet prepared as described belast the
fore, and

country

elevation

to the

Decalogue,

‘The

Ten Words,” says Mr. Jacobs, * are unique in
history as a covenant of a nation with its God,
to bind itself to righteousness.” It is quite true
that “the views about conduct, which] the
old Hebrews held in connection with their religious conceptions, have become, the moral or

deny that the ides of the Divine Fatherhood
may be found in the Hebrew Scriptures. There
are passages both in the books of Moses and the
Prophets, which bind up God's choice of the
Jews With blessedness for the whole humsn
family, But this truth is present in the Hebrew Scriptures, in the germ, notin full bloom.

the taste of the pith told what the temper

rr”

out the blankets and soiled sheet, replace

the former and put on the spread. Lastly,
change the pillow cases.— Scribner pH
September.

riches,

of

in-

spiring association, and a country also, in which
such a traveler does not see the actus! people

truth and

to produce, outside of the Jewish and Christian
revelation, anything approaching in ethical

sees

them

here.

The

superficial impression of England is given by
a select class, that of the United States by the

average citizen, and while many things in this
are distasteful

to

the

conventional

standard of the intelligent English traveler, he

would hardly deny that ‘there ina general refinement

or

freedom from

vulgarity

in “the

States” which among the Jess educated part of
his'own countrymen does not exist.

SCIENTIFIC CLABSIFICATION(Atlantic
for November.)

"There are folk, scientific folk, whose joy ef
labor is to collect,to arrange,to name and to
index. «They seem to think that when they
bave gathered together many things or many
facts, and then have put by themselves those
having a certain likeness,—for instance, all the
beetles that have backs or horns alike, all the
leaves that have edges alike, or all the words
that have

a beginning,

an

end,

or

a middle

The highest point to which the pre-Christian
Jews attained was to rejoice in the thought
that mankind would derive benefit from 'béing
made subject to the chosen people. The idea

meaning merely in. Latin what any one with
hulf an eye could see at a glance,~that the bee-

Jew was to be

tles have backs aud horns of such a color or

that the distinctive glory of the

merged in the brotherhood of the race, was ab-

a fact that, to this day,except among the Christian Jews, and not always among them, the
Hebrew clings to the persuasion that he is su-

perior to his fellow-men? Mr. Jacobs tells us
that Christianity is “but the most striking ex-

ample”

of Israel's

thought.
influential

‘Israels
Hebrews

influence

on

influence,”
who

sold

effected

by

the

world’s

indeed!

The

Joseph

into

Egypt might, on equally plamible grounds,
have taken to themselves the credit of having

done

ull

the good

their brother.

When moderna Hebrews culmly write down
Christianity among the debts owed by the
world to their kindred, we would beg to remind them of what

Joseph said

to his

breth-

ren: “As for you, ye thought evil against
me;

alike, and have given the beetles, or the leaves,
or the words

a name

(generally

such a shape, or that the

a Latin

leaves have

one,

.

such or

such edges, or the words such or such begin-

nings, middles, or endings),—when

they have

done this, I say, these fulk seem to think that
they have been very scientific and have greatly

enlurged the boundaries

of knowledge.

The

truth is, however, that they have learned nothing at all but that there are somethings, more or

fewer, which have a certain likeness, more or
less; and they have done nothing but to put
these things into a pigeon-hole—their Latin .
name—for convenient: reference. Their labor

has a certain value in it that: makes res] study

easier. It corresponds to the getting together
a library, and 'clussifying "and ‘cataloguing it.

But this 8 man may do as ‘well ds it can be

done;

he may know where every book stands;

indeed,he. may, be able to tell you in what
but God meant it unto good, to bring it to pas, ‘press
aud
8s it is to this day, to save miich people alive.” library all onthe what shelf in every other great
important books stand, ag MezJesus Christ authoritatively declared that the zofanti.could, and
he may be as barren

roll it also,
it. over the
the under one and tucking laying
it in, keeping
the Divine
Sonship which the Jéws sought to moThe unused portion of both still rolled.
Move nopolize
was universal. St. Paul taught that
have the Jotient over to the side tkus prepared
for him, the ‘soiled sheets can then be in Christ the partition between Jew and Genimportance in the questiorer’s future.
tile was broken down. The Jewish response
Another Scotch custom was. ‘¢ pulling drawn away, the clean ones completely to Jesus was given
on Calvary. Tt was given
unrolled and tuckedin on the other side,
kale-stalks.”A young person went blind- | The coverings need not be removed while to Paul in the form, for one thing,
of five adfolded into the garden, pulled up the first this is being done ; they can be pulled out | minfstrations of forty stripes, save one. It is
kale or cabbage stalk he touched; and from the foot of the bedstead and kept only in Christianity, and in the old Hebrew
around the patient, To change Scriptures, as’ interpreted by Christ and his
carried it into the house. The whole fut- wrapped
the upper sheet take off
spread and apostles, that the stern God of the Jews beure was read from the stalk : the size in- lay the clean sheet over thethe blankets,
se- comes the loving Father

showed the amount of his; or her, fortune,

story, of a splendid and

of infinite

of to-day as a stranger

horrent to the oid Hebrew heart; and is it not

of the

charmed nut being of great importance.

song and

historic aristocracy,

ness only. He speaks with just admiration of
the ethical conception of God embodied in the
Hebrew religion, Antiquity may be challenged

century,
England gave up the “night to of the French parliament, was one ‘of its
feasting and frolicking, Nots and apples ‘most influential members, and at length
were plenty from one end of the island to became prime minister. of France.
Bat what Mons. Perregaux, without ideal views of conduct for the civilized world.”
the other, and the ** Nut-erack night” was
But we can not sdmit that, in pre-Christian
doubt, had not foreseen, was that the
the name given to it.
Judaism, God was fully apprehended as “the
In England, the revels were for fun, hand which could stoop to pick up a pin, one Divine Father ofall,” Of course, we do not

would be, and whep the stalk was placed

and he shall
him, and he

ity, the truths which were imbedded

of the boulevards, lanch-rooms down town,
nnd ice-cream and refreshment saloons pear the

be able to do something for you; but with Mr Jacobs that the
Jewish thinkers of the
meanwhile I would advise you to try else- middle ages, who maintained the old: Biblical to the
English stranger, upon his arrival, very
Tikech
his own. “The language, above all,ix
‘supposed
to answer
the questions of ‘men | where; as I do not think T will have a -ideas of God and creation, may have powerful- ‘mu
ly influenced such Christian philosophers as the same, the general aspect
of life is very simby dreams and other ways; the ancient place vacant for a long time.”
Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, and, ilar. But still the national character snd
Thus repulsed, the young applicant through
Greeks
also ~ had
famous
oracles,
them the great divines of the Protes- characteristics are different.
Sir George rewhich people came from far-off lands bowed and retired. ' In crossing the court tant reformation,
marks truly, that public life in the hotel
to consult; the Romans killed certain yard, very sad and his head bowed, he
But we disagree with Mr. Jacobs on two ball, is what the American men seems tofowls or animals, and guessed atthe fat- perceived a pin on the ground, picked it points of very great importance. He holds like best. It isa fact, and it is due te
ure by the looks of their internal organs; up, and stuck it in the lappel ot his coat, that Jewish thought, in proceeding from the many causes, snd among them the imperfect
the Hebrews and the Babylonians had He was very far from thinking that this monotheism of Josef el Basrahd Maimonides to education, and consequently more limited resources, of the vust “traveling public” in this
their own peculiar ways of finding out action, quite mechanical on his part, was the pantheism of Spinoza, made an advance to country,
as compared with muchof the same
higher truth; we maintain that it’ Tost itself in
what was to happen. The world has not to decide his whole future.
errar. That this has been the belief of the smaller public in England. Another reason,
Standing before the window of his office,
yet outgrown “the longing
to look
modern Hebrew Church is certain, for Spino- doubtless, is difference of temperament.
But the fuct, whatever the reason may be, unhad followed with his Za was cast out of the synagogue; and Mr. Jaahead. Tbe Hindu to-day setsa lamp Mons. Perreganx
afloat on his sacred river, and, judges of eyes the departure of the young man; cobs i¢, himself, constrained to admit that doubtedly goes fur to explain many of the oth€r phenomena that Sir George notes. A peothe
future by ' the
length
of the the banker was one of those observers #‘Spinoza was no true Jew.” To us, it does
which likes to swarm _ in huge hotel halls,
time it burns; the Chinaman consults his who know the value of little things, and not seem evident that Spinoza did not develop ple
will not be fastidious about cozy and comfortor
expand
the
faith
of
his
fathers,
but
volatil‘“ wise men,” who pretend to understand who judge the charaater of men by these ized
able parlors. If the American man likes the
it until it became uo faith at
signs; the ignorant African’ takes notice details which are seemingly of no impor- personal substance, a “contin all. An im. throng of the hall, the American woman likes
uous energetic
of the cries of birds and animals; the tance, and have no meaning whatever to principle,” immanent in the universe, may to sit in a rocking-chuir in the gorgeously
English—not long ago—tried to learn by the mass of men. He had seen the young mean this or that—we do not believe that deii- dreary ladies’ room, and survey the dress and
the help of what they call witches; and man pick up the pin, and this trait: pleas- nite ideas can be attached to such expressions 4 the demeanor of other women. English obSpiritualists even now believe the predic- ed him. In this simple action, there wis but, as names or descriptions of God, they have servers in this country ought to remember that
impressions of national eharacteristies are givfor him the revelation of a whole charac- |, nothing in common with the God of Abribam
tions of a *‘ medinm.”
and David. It is, therefore, incorrect to speak en here by the average American, while in
ter;
it
was
a
guarant
ee of order and of Spinoza
mptto look into the futEngland they are furnished by select Englishas the “goal of Jewish thought.”
:
en made for a long time by in- economy.
meu. When an American goes to England,
It would bave been nearer the truth to call hith
The same evening, the young Lafitte its grave. We disagree with Mr.
t people,and old customs have beJacobs, also, he sees, with his imagination, he beholds the
Come a frolicsome trying of charms, es- received a not¢. from Mons. Perregaux, unless, indeed—which is possible—we, to some country of Chaucer and Shakespeare, of AHred
pecially on one night of the year, It is which suid: * You can have a place in extent, misunderstand him as to the lihe of and Runnymede, of the green lanes and wayside inns of

lectare—** if you do not know how to be-

‘¢ ¢ Indulge thy «child,
make thee afraid; humor

by Jesus of Nazareth. But it is extremely interesting tonote that,even apart fromChristianity, even in rancorouns opposition to. Christinn-

tians had oracles where their gods were

dicated the stature of the future partner curing the upper edge to the bed with a
in life, the quantity of earth at the roots couple of ping; standing at the foot, draw

)

while I held the culprit and pursued the

j

buman

A TRUE STORY.

s thing long
an end.” An ‘be afraid of them,”—she laughed, —** and
enough;
; his mother, will give you the sage advice of the Son
fil silence filled the room
;
and not far away, of Sirach:
frightened, sat pale,
it

OS

.

They al-

vestibules, ringing the door bells

thou remémberest of what toys
made our joys,
weakly understood
great commanded good,

again from the other end, Near the
#aid: * He that something would hold it fast, when
spareth the rod hateth his. son, but he winder must ask: . * Who holds?”
that loveth him chasteneth him be- answer would name one who was to

seats; all in vain. She might ‘as well divine wisdom when he

have entreated the engine. . =
One evening we were seated in the

holding a candle and a mirror.

He had put, within his reach,

are opposed to these. You believe them before the fire, and watching their
in moral suasion, in the largest lib: conduct
when heated,—whether
they
and you can not break away from burned steadily, or bounced
away, or
opinions and surroundings, and per- burst with a noise, each movement

wanted sondething to eat,got it ; to drink, you; he will not love you ‘while youzlet
and he kept a steady trot through the him defy and despise your authority as
car ; the anxious mother prayed him" 'not
he does now. ' Soon he will: love you,
to go to the platform ; not to put his head
and love to obey you. and then he is savout of the window ; not to climb over the ed. "Solomon wasa wise man, and spoke

parlor, in little groups, conversing.

ae -

Eh
BU

;

;

curious enough that the night selected is
the eve of the festival of All Saints, which
made me anxious
J | was established in the seventh century by
done an irreparable injury to the dear a pope of Rome, in
honor of all the saints

strain the waywardness of some children

shall offend your ears.

wetanie
ani

REN

_m

12, 1879.

;

opinion and have receiv,

child. Do you believe in the
punishment of children ?”

Family @irele.

able:

We

we

oung

Talking low and tenderly;
To myself, as mothers will,
Spake I softly, ¢ God in heaven

earnest

.
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1788, all his ambition was limited to obwhat your opinion is of the probable re- in love and justice breaks no child’s heart; taining
a humble position in some banking
sult of the system of instruction which I that father was all wrong.”
house. .He presented himself to Mons.
am pursuing?”
* I see it,” she answered, “ nad I begin ‘Perregaux, a rich banker. The y
¢ It is not becoming in a stranger,” to feel it also.”
: provincial, poor and modest, timid
dnd
I said, * to speak plainly in regard to
We exchanged cards, and I hope fo troubled, was introduced into the
office of
the domesti2 management of another, and hearof the dreadful boy again, —New
the banker; and presented
his request.

All belonged to baby looking out for me.

;

words

night startled me, but its effect on the
child was remarkable. He has not yet
recovered, and this morning he spoke to
me of it, as if a new sensation had been

awakened.

Down by the lilac-bush something white and
azure
:
Saw I in the window as I passed the tree;
‘Well I knew the apron and shoulder-knots of
ribbon,
a

Walking with the barpers, by

and

Your sudden and decided measure

Two little busy hands patting on the window,

Thus he sent an answer to my

strong

never derny him any indulgence he asks;
I let him have his own way and never
punish him, lest he should be offended
with me. I wish that he may not have
any other thoughts of his mother but
those of kindness, gentleness, and love.

— Presbyterian.

eyes

so

as a mother’s love ; I never speak to him

‘We travel to.

bright

r

,

+4
SIR GEORGE CAMPBELL ON AMERICA,
par- | will bring thee to heaviness. Bow down | over the door, the first name of the person
.
A
have his neck while he is young, and beat him | entering was the fated name.
¥iterury .
(Harper's
for November.)
Sir George observes that all our hotels are
and on the sides while he is. a child, lest he
The island of I.ewes, on the coast of
on
the same plan, and our railway carriages, “and
you wax stubborn and be disobedient unto Scotland, had some curious customs.
PROGRESS IN IDEAS OF GOD---THE LOVING
So are some other things.” But here, indeed,
FATHER OF ALL MANKIND.
come in here, sit down and be quiet.” thee, and so bring sorrow upon thy heart.’ Young women made a ‘* dumb cake,” and
he lays himself
open to the question whether
lle wriggled to get away, but I led him Which means teach him to obey, or he baked it before the fire with certain cere- |
(Christian World.)
the railway carriages and the larger hotels are
to the door and left him on the outside.
will govern you and break your heart.”
monies and perfect silence, expecting to
Mr. Joseph Jacobs, in a well-written and not unusually good. He says truly, that we
The next day I was sitting on the
The mother was silent a moment, and see wonders ; and the people also sacrific- suggestive essay in the Nineteenth Century,at- have not the cozy, comfortable English hotest
beach under a sun umbrella, when a par- then spoke with quivering lips: * Did ed to a sea-god called Shong, throwing a tempts to trace the “history” of the ‘God of or the foreign cafe. But the reason is obvious,
ty of ladies and the dreadful boy hove in you ever read Patmore’s lines—* My Lit- cup of ale into the sea, and calling on him Israel.” Apart from any opinion as to the val. This is u traveling nation of widely diffuseq
sight, and sought seats near me. I of- tle Son’—no? well, I will say them, for to give them plenty of sea-weed to enrich ue of Mr, Jacobs's comclusions, we are prepared population, In England the country is smal,
to express satfsfuction at the appearance of an the population compact, and the traveling clags.
fered my seat to the mother, but she they are on my heart.
v
hod
their grounds.
intelligent and well-informed Hebrew writer, largely composed of: people of leisure and for.
found one at hand, thanked me, dnd * My little son, who looked from thoughtful eyes,
In another Scotch trial, a girl would go ‘among the mixed multitude, of all creeds and tune, Tn such a country the Inns will be
said:
And moved and spoke in quiet grown-up wise,
into a barn, holding a winnowing siéve, no creeds, who are engaged in these days on Small and comfortable. But when travel great.
«1 am under great obligation to you, Having my law the seventh time disobey’d,
foundation-questions of religion and ly increases,
the hotels will grow larger. The
and stand alone, with both doors open, to discussing
struck him and dismiss’a
philosopffy. Every Christian holds that, dur- Gram] Hotel and the other earavansaries in
sir, for taking
my boy in hand last even- IWith
see
her
fate.
Nitin
hard words and unkiss’d ;
ing many
Paris are the natural results of the immense.
ing.”
His mother, who was patient, being dead.
The fashion of trying charms is mow best religionages, the Jewish religion was the
in the world. This eould not have -modern travel. Cafes, also, like clubs, are the
«It is rather in my piace,” I made Then, fearing lest his grief should hinder sleep,
nearly outgrown among English speaking been the case if it had not contained
within it product of leisure, and leisureis not yet un
I visited his bed,
answer, ** to apologize for laying hands
people. It survives in America as a some imperishable truths, Christians also hold American
possession, The American landlord:
But found him slumbering deep,
on the child of another; but I saw he With darkened eyelids, and their lashes yet
pleasant frolic for social gathering. In that Judaism has, for the last eighteen hundred must provide for a vast shifting throng of busy
was regardless of authority, and thought From his late sobbing wet.
our own day, some young people ‘‘sow years, continued to be the best religion only as people, and it is good economy to build a huge
And I, with moan,
to give him a lesson.”
hemp-seed,”* eat apples before the glass,” absorbed into, and transfizured by, the good hotel, and to distribute the company by eleva.
Kissing away his tears, left others of my own;
tidings of great joy to all mankind, proclaimed tors, upon a dozen floors. In'placeof the cam
¢* Thanks ; but I would like to tell you For, on a table drawn beside his head,
*¢ go down the cellar stairs backward,”

have in company,
let me tell you the
refor such romps as we
lor. is no place
suffered from you; go out of doors
stay out for such games, and when

Poetry.

Two laughing

;

ANA

x

of ideas
born of those books as Mezzofanti was. himself.

And hothing is added to knowledge, nor is any
stimulus given to. thought, by calling beetles -

“coleopteri,”a figure of speech an ‘“‘aposiope-

sis,” or a word “un agential.” /‘8o much of socalled . seience

consists. in

merely

giving

a

learned: name to common knowledge, sometimes to ignorance!
value
In fact, science has become an intelle¢tual

fetish, and seientific a cant word of high pre-

of all mankind. Apart
froma Christ, there is no proof, no presumption

‘tension, A very recent use of itin England,
{‘a scientific"frontier,” is somewhat puzzling.

religion of light and

frontier, we all know ; but what else a scientif- ie frontier
is, it would, I think, puzzle 'the inventor of the phrase to make clear to commonsense, It seems to be mere cant, either born
of the scientific craze of ithe day, or craftly. adapted to the humor of itscomplacent viesiims

that Judaism would have developed inte the
life, the religion which

throws open the gates of the kingdom of heav-

én, and invites all men to enter, for the enjoyment of eternal blessedness.

Now what a putural frontier. is, or a militar

[
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And even on this lower plans their | what I got licked for.”—Des Moines Reg4
- in
Si
:
So
alto

on the principle of deceivingand cheating | ure.

their horiRe
is limited,
not | range
it‘of is these
joi Bn
ed. > Habis

to narrow : a view
Age,” || Will
a «Golden
thoidyls
like the
take {00
Wise doto well
even inspire
fancy of and
tickle
fing me 19 a community
Ifof
matters,
|
prospect
the
at
enthusiasm
moral
of
sort
a

which
| enough,

Yet!
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Now all this as a theory reads prettily
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The following

so

in ruts

with them , their minds move

and
ham
Woodman,

O
of J, F. Vt.,and Qlive
daughter osha

d

on

Sister

a | the tongue, Oct. 10, aged BL years.

between

conversation

THINGS TO REMEMBER.
CL the
E xpecianert
subsequently
and
By TEHIEON
they: gall hot se aver the sides. senior and an inquisitive freshman was | CORTREDIAnolis
deep ithal
year 1 || Even
ofthe' amount
the eouree
ju others
contFives
plen- || each
, short,
simplicity
nte,
purity
ofbe
world
OTe
|
lofty
48
Lady Anne Blunt, although erratic overheard on East street the other even- | power),
calamity,
Tavite
rouls
aretl
to
the
of
each
cheat
in
world,
virtue—a
nt,
contentme
ty,
:
st tn Leominster,
church
“I | united with thie Bapti
mountains the thunder clouds. }
(confidentially):

Freshman
ing: Smith,
didn’t :you find Greek Jplaguey
say,

s, is perfectly convend by leaving human nature out | of fifty dollars, pray tell us how much | in her proceeding
notions.
Fo know how (6'14teh 14 8" ghest aft constitute
The intellectual
of account ! “Buy the millenium can come | better off any of them will be at the year's tional in her
itis to know how to gain instruction from | only through men one by one becoming | end? Each of them has gained twenty- | disposition of mind is also wanting. All

hard when you were a freshman

|

fusion have ever

been

productive

of

the

The purest ore comes
. greatest minds.
from the hottest furnace; the brightest
|
flash from the darkest cloud.

The industrious bee does not stop to
“Socialism, goes farther
complain that there are so many poison-

ous flowers and thorny

road,

branches

in the

but buzzes on, selecting the

honey

where she can find it, and passing by the
place where it is not.
The world is governed by three things—
Wiaances.
wisdom, authority and
dom Is for thoughtful people, authority for

rough people, appearances

family ;

for the great

1n a word,

often

we

or|

x

S

seen

Wid

tv

od h ry

witzerland,
tocraki

in’

B

in

But suppose

prices, which

stock, on

five or ten men

bumblest flower’ or the meanest creeping thing. Has she lost that prophetic
vision, that sublime
gaze of inspiration ?

suc-

If so, it is’ because, like

deception

and swin-

this

* LAST CENTURY.

and | he went.

in the disaster,

an innocent person

bear titles,

involving | ofEn
f England;

them,

has a nobility; that is, an | one else who does owe

c class of men who

In some countries, suchas England and
Prussia, the upper Houses of the Parliaments are composed entirely of hereditar

SOOIALISM

AND

OOMMUNISM,

rightto any political authority, and the

State must ‘work, is a long ‘stride in the

same is the case in Italy and

theory of government,
which
could
‘hardly be made except through the stages
of anarchy and evolution. i an sosialists
e leap, and in
to make it at a
propose

Spain.

In

El

power, which

s
, which are
t
ations, it mabeyof ages

the

the right
such a persondl independenee,

of

senti-

of man-

social development

kind, laws which gather up

myriads of independent wills

ish House of Lords, tough

of

the acts

weave | MDS:

and

and

than the

shares with it’ the”

ing and amending

these into a logical sequence of events—

l
and as chabge“Jaws at once as changefu
less as the tides. = With society thus: con-

the

measure can_become
sanction.

that

their

loss

is

Joss

Evangelical party

stealing

and

beggars,

enemies

to

defal-

as tramps
society,

Com-

and

wisdom. God who made man knows what
power of mak- | is best for mm; the devil does not know

laws, and

lieve, be said ‘to
superseded

how to run this world successfully ; those

no

On the other hand, the nobility of school. —Common People.
1°
France, though,of course, in consequence
>
will have to reckon in attempting to real- of its wealth and social standing, it has
THE OATHOLIOS IN NEW ENGLAND.
ize their scheme of the State; and they an indirect influence upon. politics, lon
New England forms an archbishopric,
would be wise to reckon with society be- ag. ceasedto be a part of the politic:
fore venturing upon a scheme of such machinery, and it 1# only by popular divided into six dicceses. It has about six
folly and ruin. On this point they can election that individual French noblemen hundred priests, 525 churches, 85 chapels
stations, two or three colleges, over
not be too often warned.
now gain an entrance into the two cham- and
No doubt there are evils in society to} bers. It may be added thar French te= thirty academies, about 85,000 children
be removed, wrongs to be redressed, reditary noblemen are elected us ‘mem- in the parish schuols, forty convents, and
privileges to be curtailed, institutions to hers not only of the Senate, or Upper a total Catholic population of = nearly
abolished ;and reforms may now be ef- House, but also of the Chamber of Depu- 900,000 souls. And nearly all this is the
work of the last thirty years. The fiist
fected by discussion and agitation and ties.
Catholic Bixgop in New England
Roman
through the ballot which once would have
An English duke or vcvl by his very
. Cheverus, later
demanded a violent revolution. But such birth is entitled to rake ‘aws; while a was the samtly John
‘of Bordeaux and Cardinal.
Archbisho
reforms apply only to excrescences of so- French duke or count is simply
a private The first
arish in this
Roman Catholic
ciety; they do not touch its substance
ntleman, who can only make laws if State was organized in 1827, while Bishaud life. Socialism, however, aims to sub- the people sce fit to choose him to do
op Cheverus was one of the first Catholics
vert, society itself, in its entire constitu- 80.
to officiate in this State, at Bristol. New
tion, to overthrow property as vested in
How does it happen that while the no- England was erected into a diocese in
as
manhood
overthrow
to
the individual,
bles of the continental conntries have, to
possessing personal
powers and main- a large degree, lost their share, as a -18.10 when Cheverus was consecrated a
taining ancestral nights, and to over- class, in political power, those of Eng- bishop. Up to that time it belonged to
throw the family as based upon monogamy land bave been able to keep their an- the diocese of Baltimore. The diocese of
Hartford was erected in 1844, and includwith its separate rights of inheritance. cient hold upon it?
this State, while the diocese of Provied
will
society
which
But these are rights
The main reason is, that the English
Revi
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never surrender to the will of a majority ; nobility
was formed in 1872, the Right
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life— | overwhelmed
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by it. Unlike the nobility
with
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force,

and
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which are sure to win. In the last resort
thousands of Socialists will fight against
their own
theory when turned upon
West
themselves. The farmers of the
may agitate for the control of the rail
perty of
roads, for the seizure of the
corporations, and & division of the spoils.

But let the tramps try this communistic
experiment upon the farmers, seizing
their

lands,

barns, stock, and well-tilled

of the continent,

they

have

been

Tnus

bankers,

soldiers,

contin-

have become nobles, and have

stantly bringing into the ranks of the nobility something of the popular spiris,
feelings and opinions.
‘

uprising for
English lords take a great interest in
the defense of the rights .of property, of all that concerns the people. They be-

and we should soom see an

manhood, ef home.
American society has been

Shakerism,

Freeloveism,

Mormonism,

tolerant of

experiments,
and all sorts of social
but let the attempt be made to force
the people community of faupon
milies or of goods and it would be put

down as sharply and decisitely as was
the Commune

There-

in, Paris in 1871.

come popular leaders in politics; they
often marry daughters of merchants and
other untitled persons ; they become directors in railway companies; and in a
thousand ways come into frequent and familiar contact with their countrymen,
When they find it dangerous to oppose
a refirm they yield to it, and

when

they

see the drift ‘of public opinion setting
strongly in any direction, they take care
tempted by theories of Communism or of to float with its carr nt.
Socialism, reckon first with society. Do
The contrary was the case with the old
not throw yourselves away upon the im- French nobility. when they held political
the impossible! Discard dem- power. Instead of welcoming new nopracticable,
agogues! Seek only the wise, the just, bles from the masses, they shut themthe possible, us a remedy for Joo griev- selves up in proud isolation. They rigances, and all sensible, good, practical
among. themselves.
idly intermarried
;
men will be on your side.
They refused to associate with men, no
I am far from attributing to allb Social--:
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of matter how good, and gre
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theory,
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reckless purpose of reaching their end
by the violent overthrow of the present
constitution of society.
There is a difference in meaning between Socialism
and Communism, and there are differ-
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As a theory in
cates of either system.
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My position is that the

was

produced by the Evangelical party, and
was intendedto represent their principles.
And by far the greater part of that literature was the work of members of the Esreflect
Few things
tablished Church.
more clearly vhe deeper devotional feelings
of an age than its hymns, and in hymns
the last part of the eightéenth century in
The

pecularly rich.

names

of Toplady, Cowper, Madan, Newton, and
Charles Wesley will at occe occur to the
reader. All these were ardent Evangeli-

ex-

hausted. The tables of contents of the
leading magazines and reviews bear witness to the same literary copartnership
of the sexes in Great Briain; in the Contemporary and Theological reviews and
the Nineteenth Ce tury sme of the ar-

cals;

all

of

them

members

were

Anglican church.—W. E. H. Lecky,
Ninzcteenth Century.
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sons and three daughters; together
aged companion, are left to mourn their Joss,
but they mourn not for.one that died without
hepe, for they know that the busband and
father bas only passed on before them to reap
the reward of a long and useful life spent in
Bro,
the service of his Muster. on earth.
Backus was one with whom to get acquainted
to love and’ respect: and for’ whom the
was
church of svhich he was. a member will long
cherish his memory as one of their; faithful
ones and their great benefactor. He was a
constant reader of the denominational papers,

haying taken the Morning.

Star and Baptist

He was well
Union from their first numbers.
acquainted with the struggles. which the F.
Baptists have had to puss through for the last
half century or more sud always did what he
could to heip those in need. Thus one of the
fathers in Israel bas passed on before from the
church militant to the. church trinmphant.
But his example still lives, and we hope to
meet him on the other shore.

* Z. Ai BANKER.
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He embraced religion at the age of seventeen,
He was licensed to exhort, and traveled some
with Elders David Cross, Timothy Morse and
In 1835 he removed to Towa,
Job C. Tyler.
with a large family to care for, with only

twenty-five cents in his pocket.

Of course

he

with his family endured all the privations and
hardships of & new country. Of his children,
Mary, aged b yeurs, died in 1856. And Omer,
aged 24 years, a soldier in the 6th Towa Infan-

try, died in prison at Andersonville.
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there of his choice, he did net unite with any
until July 8, 1877, then he presented himself
to the 1st F. B. ehurch of Janesville, which he
had labored to build up both with his influence and money smce their organization, and
for which he had a special care, visiting them
as often as his age and health would permit,
and cheering them on in their struggles to
At his death he left
maintain an existence,
them $100 to pay off the indebtedness on the
church and parsonage, and also left with the
writer of this notice the sum of three hundred
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large sum of money to be used for H. M. purposes where thought best ‘to apply it: He
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of 1eligion,no less than 10,000 copies were
sold in England in nine months.
The
popularity of the ‘Force of Truth” and the
¢t Scripture
Commentaries” of Thomas
Scott, which were published before the
end of the centary, is sufficiently indicated
by the fact that in the lifetime of their
author more than £199,000 was paid across
the counter for his theological works.
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all published before 1735, were little leas
successful.
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